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Six.tytnile and Ladue Rivers Area, Yukon. 

CHAPTER I. 

INTRODUCTION. 

GENERAL STATEMENT. 

In the spring of 1917 the writer received instructions to go to the district 
in, Yukon known as Sixtymile, and to map the geology and drainage, extending 
the map to the south along the International Boundary as far as Ladue river. 
D. D. Cairnes of this department had been instructed to examine the placer 
deposits, leaving to the writer the areal geology, and an examination of any 
lode deposits. The unfortunate illness and subsequent death ot Cairnes rendered 
a change of plans necessary, and the writer was forced/ to spend considerable time 
in an examination of the mineral resources, thus curtailing the time available for 
areal survey. 

Though the work was undertaken primarily to compile a geological map for 
the study of the mineral resources, certain other factors contributed . to the 
choice of this dis,trict. During 1916 reports we~e prevalent of tul1gsten occu~· · 
rences in 1S~xtymile district and as tungsten was much in demand, it was decided 
to investigate them . . Further, the original plan was to map aH that territory 
lying between Yukon, White, and Ladue rivers and the International Boundary. 
Such an area includes both the Sixtymile and Fortymile gold-fields, and woul·i 
link up areas already mapped, thus affording a basis for correlation. 

Owing to .the difficulty of covering so large an area in a single season, and 
to the needs of other districts, it was found impossible to collect all the data 
desirable, but in order that the material gathered may be avail'a:ble for the open
ing of the season of 1921, it was decided to publish the results O'btained. 

The summer season in the region is short, and much time must be spent 
in travelling to and from the field. Only about one hundred days were avail
able for field work, and of these there were many during which bad weather 
precluded mapping. Further, the greater part' of the region was unmapped and 
the geological work' being contingent upon the mapping, was, therefore, some
what hastily performed, and frequently under adverse conditions. Thus no 
matter how O'bscure the phenomena at certain localities only a limited time was 
available for their study, and the work is thus purely of. a 1:econnaissance 
character. 

AREA. 

The district under consideration lies .along the I11ternational Boundary 
between Yukon and Alaska from latitude 00° 15' to 64° 10', and extends east
ward from the Boundary for varying distances. The area is bounded on the 



north by the divide between the Sixtymile and Fortymile drainage; on the east 
by the Boucher Creek wagon road, Sixtymile river, and Matson creek; on the 
south by Marion creek, Rice CJ.'eek, and Ladue river, and on the west, iby the 
International Boundary. 

MEANS OF COMMUNICATION. 

A wagoru road from ,west Dawson leads to Glacier creek, in the heart of 
the Si.xtymile gold fields. This road follows the summits lying between Swede 
meek and Yukon river, and between Sixtymile and Fortymile rivers. The 
distance from Dawson to Glacier creek is 61) miles, and dUl'ing the summer the 
road is' usually in excellent condition. Road houses are maintained a~ong it 
at convenient intervals. At a point 24 miles from Dawson a trail branches off, 
leading to Boucher creek. 

From Glacier creek, a trail leading to Walkers Fork and connecting with 
the Boundary :pack .trial was · cut during the survey of the boundary line a.nd 
was later used during the stampede to Chisana. Though overgrown in places 
it affords good communication with the western and southern portions of the 
area. 

The southern and centra} portions of the area may be reached by means of 
poling. boats .from Yukon or White rivers, Sixtymile river leading· to the 
central portion is navigable for a considerable distance beyond California creek, 
and the Ladue le,ading to the southern portion may be ascended :£or some distance 
past the forks. 

In winter, the l'oad follows a more protected route up Swede creek and 
thence down 'California creek to the Sixtymile. Numerous trails make almost 
ally point read'ily accessible by means of dog sleds. 

PREVIOUS WORK. 

Very little geological work has been done in the district. In 1'901 McOonnell 
and Keele1 made a rapid reconnaissance of Fortymile river and across the divide 
to the Sixtymile. McConnell then mad'e a track survey of Sixtymile river, and 
Keele 'traverse<l the overland route to Dawson. Their reports contain the only 
availa•ble information concerning the district. 

In the area lying to the northwest Prindle2 made a reconnaissance survey 
and reported upon the geology and mineral resources, and in 1899 Peters and 
Brooks3 made a reconnaissance from Pyramid Harbor to Eagle, passing up 
'White river, and, therefore, close to the southern portion of the area. Thus all 
the previous work included only portions of the northern and southern borders 
of the disti•ict, and a narrow strip along Sixtymile river. 

ACKNOWLEDGMENTS. 

The writer is deeply indebted to men on the creeks, who rendered assistance 
in every way possible, placing at ~he disposal of the writer information otherwise 

1 McConnell, R. G., Gool. .Surv., Oan. , Ann. Rep·t. , vol. XIV, 1901, pp, 25-39A. 
2 Prindle, L. M., "The Fortymile quadrangle," U.S. Geol. 8urv., Bull. 3175. 
3 Brooloo, A. H., !A raoonruaissance from Py.ramLd Hia,rbor to ·Eagle OLty, Alaska," 

U.S. Geol. Surv., 2-lst A11n. Rept., pt. 2, 18-99-190\0, pp. 33'7- 3·91. 
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unobtainruble. Particular thanks are due to Mr. P. Owens, of Miller creek, who 
in many ways rendered valuable assistance; and to Messrs. Wm. Scho:field and 
George P. Mackenzie, who afforded data relative to the past production of the 
area. 

The writer is also indebted to Dr. C. H . ·Smyth and Dr. W. J. Sinclair, 
who offered many valuable sugge~tions. 

VEGETATION. 

The Sixtymile district is sparsely forested. The timberline is ·at' about 3,500 
feet. 

Only four principal forest members attain the dimensions of trees, :but there 
are several varieties of shrubs. The four varieties of trees are white spruce (Picea 
alba), aspen poplar (Populus tremuloides) , balsam poplar (Populus balsamifera.), 
and northern canoe birch (Betula resinifem) . The more important shrubs 
include several species of willow, alder, and dwarf birch. 

Spruce is the most widely distributed of the trees, growing at all elevations 
up t o timberline. ·The best groves occur in the valley flats, usually bordering the 
streams, and in the depressions along the lower slopes of the hills, where the 
trees grow tall and' straight. Individual trees are not generally larger than 12 
inches in diameter, measured 3 feet f rom the ground, but individuals with 18-
inch stumps were noted. This tree furnishes sufficient timber of good quality 
for mining and general constructional purposes. · 

The two varieties of poplar are found on the valley floors and hillsides, b~t 
grow best on the alluvial flats of the · main valleys. They are in all stages of 
growth from small shrubs· to forest trees of 8 to 10 inches in · diameter. Birch 
is rare and never large. All these trees make good fuel, but are too irregular 
in form, or too soft, to be used for purposes of construction. 

The shrubs are mostly willow and birch. Willows are very plentiful in the 
valleys·, but are rare ·far above the level of the larger ·streams. Dwarf birch 
which occurs along the streams in the higher stretches of the valleys, and on 
the upper slopes abov~ timberline, forms a dense undergro~th from 3 to 5 feet 
in height, making wallcing very laborious. 

Several varieties of wild fruit were noted. Of these, the crowberry or 
heather berry, the high ibush cranberry, the northern cranberry or foxberry, and 
the blueberry were plentiful. Red cul'l'ants and raspberries were fou'rid occasion
ally. 

A small collection of plants, made iby C. E. Cairnes during the course of other 
work, is far from complete, but gives a general idea of the plants in the district. 
The late J. M. Macoun, of this department, r eported on the collection as 
follows: ' 

"The species marked with an asterisk have not ·been recorded from the 
vicinity of the Internation.a~ Boundary, while one species, Primula nivalis, Pall., 
has not been reported from the Yukon south of the Arctic coast. The following 
is a list of the specimens collected in 1917." 

Equisetmi~ sylvaticum L. 

Lloydia serotina (L) Sweet. 
*Tofieldia pa!ust•·is Hull<!~ 

E qnisetacere. 

Liliacere. 



• Covallo?Thiya trifida Chat. 

Polygonum 1Jlumosum Small. 
~Polygonmn vivipat·um L. 
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.At·chidacea:. 

Sa.Ucacew. 

Polygonacea:. 

Cm·yophyll<tcea:. 
Silene repens Patrin. 

*Silene Williamsii Brltt. 
•Cet·astium grande Greene. 
ATenat·ia at·ctica Stev. 

Ranunculace'E . 
.A~temone Richm·dsowii Hook. 
Anemone paTvijlora Mx. 
A netnone narcissijlora L. 
Delphinium g l auct<m S. Wats . 
.Aconittttn delphinifolium DC. 

Tu m ariace«. 
Corydalis sempet·vivens (L) Pers. 

Papavet·acefl'. 

Papaver radicatum Rottb. 

C'ruciterw. 

Cardamine Blaisdalli Eastwood. 
*Cardarhine pratensis L. 

Pm·t·ya mact·ocp.?'pa R. Br. 

Saxitraua tTicuspidata Retz. 
Saxit raga Nelsoniana Don. 

Saxift·agaceu:. 

Pat-nassia Kotzebuci Cham a.nd Schlecht. 

Dt·yas integrifo!ia M. Vall. 
Rubus Chamaemorus L. 

Oxytt·opis injlat?ts Hook. 

Rosacem. 

Leguminosa;. 

Um.bcllifer(['. 

Bupleut·utn americanunt C. and R . 

Ledum gToen!andicum Cener. 
Loise!mwia pt·ocutnbens !Desv. 
Pyt·o!a rottmdifolia L . 

•Menyanthes tt'ifoliata L. 

*Primula nivalis Pall. 

E1·i.ca.cew. 

Genti.cmacem. 

*Dodecatheon f?'igidum Cham and Schlecht. 

Po!etnoltiacea:. 

Polemonium vill/osum Rud. 

SelagiJtacert·. 
Gynatttka Steneri Cham and Sch!echt. 

PediculaTis sudetica vVillel. 
PedicukLris capitata Adams. 
Pentste'm,on s~. 

Bcrophular iacert'. 



Valeriana bracteosa Bong. 

Campanula lasiocm·pa Cham. 

Aster sibiricus L . 
Erigeron cwspitosus Nutt. 
Solidago multiradiata Ait. 
Senecio lugens Rich. 
Senecio palustris (L) Hook. 
Senecio frigidus Less. 
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V alcrianacew. 

Campanulace111. 

Compositre. 

Sausll'Urea remotifolia (Hook) Rydb. 
Petasites frigida (L) Tries. 
Arnica sp. 

FAUNA. 

Big game is very plentiful throughout the area. Moose, 'b~ar, and caribou 
are the most DIUmerous of the larger game animals. The moose--1!he large giant 
variety, Alces gi[jas-range the 'Valley flats and are particularly abundant on 
the flats of Sixtymile and Ladue rivers, where they have been little hunted. 
Biack bears are very numerous, but brown and grizzly baars are less common. 
The caribou range, singly and in large herds, on the open hills and are easily 
captured, for their curiosity far exceeds thcir fear. . 

The smaller animals comprise lynx, wolverine, mink, marten; and red, silver, 
and black fox. Rabbits, formerly so plentiful, are now exced'dingly scarce. 

Gr011se and ptarmigan, too, are not a·s abundant as they were. Several 
varieties of ducks were noted. 

The streams are plentifully· siockad with fish, principally grayling. 

CLIMATE. 

The clima:te during the summer is very pleasant, and similar 'to that of 
northern British Columbia. Daylight is almost continuous during portions c.:!: . 
May, June, and July, and for five months the weather is warm. The amount 
of rainfall' varies greatly, but on the average about ten rainy days per month 
are to be expected. 

The rivers open early in :M·ay, though ice may remain in the lakes until June. 
Slack water freezes over about the middle of October, hut in soma years the 
rivers 1·emain open until well on in November. The Yukon is open for navi
gation about four and a half months, low water rather than ice usually being .the 
deciding factor. !Records show that the river may be closed at ·Dawson as early 
as October 23 or as late as November 19. 

Though the winters are severa, horses may be successfully wintered out, if 
turned Dut in good condition, and placed on valley flats where there is an 
ab-undance of feed. 

Plant growth ·along the lowlands is extramely rapid,, for the growing season, 
short in days, is long in sunlight. Many of the miners raise sufficient vegetables 
for their own consumption. Oats are raised quite generaNy, but do not always 
ripen, being as a rula cut green. Howe'Ver, they furnish a good quality of fO'dder 
for wintering stock. 
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CHAPTERII. 

TOPOGRAPHY. 

REGIONAL. 

The valleys of Sixtymile and ~adue rivers lie well within the physiographic 
province known as the Yukon plateau. This terrane is a northern mtm1'ber of 
that series of plateaus and mountain ranges stretching through British Columbia, 
Yukon, and Alaska to Bering sea. The Yukon plateau proper extends .north 
from about latitude 59 degrees, thro·ugh central Yukon and Alaska, and is flanked 
on the one hand by the mountains· of the Coastal 'System, and on th.:l other by 
the ranges• of the 'Rocky Mountain system. , 

The many geologists who have studied this province agree that it reprtl8ents 
a region extensively ·planatcd during a long period of crustal stability, and 
:reduced to the condition of a level o'I' slightly undulating plain. This period of 
stability was terminated hy an uplift, and as a reS'Ult, tlre streams: became re
juvenated, _ppd commenced to incise tl1eir channC'ls into the upland surface so. 
formed. 'The topography thus formed consists of a 'Series of long, branching 
ridges, occupying the areas between the: numerous, irregularly distributed, inter
secting streams. The inter-stream areas, well' back from the valley walls, are 
prevailingly flat-topped and stand at a general elevation orf 4,000 to 4,500 feet. 
Occasional peaks rise above the general level of the plateau surface, 'but these are 
residual mass.es un1·educed at the time of planation. 

Into this upland surface, in Yukon, the drainage courses have cut deep de
pressions, varying from 1,·500 to 4,000 feet in depth, giving a very irregular topo
grap'hy. Those portions of the upland nC'ar the master valleys have become 
:maturely dis.sected so that little of the original plain-like surface remains, where
as farther back from the~;e Ulain deprassions, the surfaces are so even and flat
topped that they might be taken for surfaces of construction. This plain, how
ever, bears no rel:ation to rock structures, erosion having 'bevalled the upturned 
edges of hard and soft strata alike. 

The date of the uplift which terminated the period of stability cannot lbe 
determined from the evidence available in Sixtymile district, except that it took 
place after the deposition of early Tertiary beds. Dawson1 argues for a movement 
taking prace in the Eocene, but further2 maintains that after a period of vul
canism, accumulation and deposition, and slight local folding, during the Miocerra, 
denuda~ion again reduced the region to 'base-level in late Miocene or post 
Miocene time. Brooks3 maintains 'that tha plateau was uplifted in the late 

1 Dawson, G. M., "The geological record of the Rocky Mountain region of Canada," 
Bull. Geol. Soc. Am., vol. 12, p. 79. 

2 Dawson, G. M., Trans. Roy. S'oc. Can., vol. III, sec. IV, 1·8•90•, pp. 11-17. 
s Brooks, A . H., "The geography and: geology of Alaska," U . .S. Geol. Surv., Prof. 

Paper No. 45, 19•0•6, pp, 290, 292:, 293. 



Eocene or early :Miocene, and agrees with Dawson that the upwarp subsequent 
to this planation occurred ip_ Pliocene or early 'Pleistocene time. Spurrl, how
ever, maint ains that the uplift of Yukon plateau was contemporaneous with the 
deposition of Miocene strata in the lower valley of Yukon riv<~r, and concludes 
that the plateau was planated during the Miocene, and was subsequently uplifted 
in late 11Eocenc-, Pliocene, or early Pleistocene time. ' 

The f>..Yact amount of this uplift is ·a1so unknown, but apparently it was of 
a differential nature, 'being greatest along the margins and least in the centre 
of the region afiected.2 The plateau thus acquired the shape of a broad, shallow 
trough, with the axial line corresponding very closely to the present valleys of 
Lewes and Yukon rivers, from whic'h the surface slopes up gradually towards 
the Coast range on the one hand and the ranges of the Rocky 'Mountain system 
on the other. Cairnes8 has demonstrated the uplift along :one of the flanks-the 
Coast range-to be from 4,700 to 5,ZOO feet. If the same Ene of reasoning be 
follo·wed, .Sixtymile region, lying nearer the axial line of the trough, wa,s uplifted 
not less than 3,000 nor more than 4,100 feet. Sixtymile river •at its mouth has 
an elevation of approximately 1,100 feet above sea-level. As the grade of Yukon 
river, which carries the water of the district to the sea, is considerably in excess 
of t:tJe grades of rivers i!ll a district rwhic'h has reached maturity or old •age, and 
as it is imprdbable that the former drainage courses were any longer than the 
present circuitous one, it foHows that the surface of Sixtymile region, previous 
to the uplift, stood at an elevation of less than 1,100 feet above sea-level, since a 
condition approaching base-level had been reached. As the upland now stands at 
4,100 feet above sea-level, the vertic&l extent of the movement must have been 
greater than the difference between 4,100 and 1,100 feet, or 3,000 feet, and was 
less than 4,100 feet, though it probably was much closer to that figure than to 
3,000 feet. 

LOCAL. 

This description of the Yukon plateau applies also to that portion included 
within Sixtymile and [Ladue drainage basins, where the striking features of the 
topography are the elevated, ·but level or slightly undulating upland, and the 
numerous, wide, deep, and irregularly-distributed valleys. Portions of the plateau 
surface are very weH preserved, •and mark a gently rolling plain, increasing in 
elevation towards t'he south and west . 

.Several 'broad, deep depressions or master valleys traverse the district. The 
most important of these are the valleys of ISixtymile river and some of its larger 
tributaries, and the valley of the CN orth ·Fork of LLadue river. These are cut to 
depths of from 1,500 to 3,000 feet into the plateau surface. Rock-cut benches or 
terraces form a striking feature of the main depressions, and often of the 
tributary valleys, and can 'be traced in many instances for the entire length of 
.the va).ley (Plate III A) . 

1 Spun, J. E., "Geology of the Yukon gold dilltrict, Alaska," U.S. Geol. Surv., li8.th 
Ann. Rept., pt. III , 1.8~·8, pp. 26•0 , 2'621 2163. 

2\Brooks, A. H ., "The geography and geology o! Alaska," U :S. Geol. ,Surv., Prof. 
Paper No. 45, 1·906. 

s Cairnes, D. D. , "Wheaton dlstTict," Geol. Surv., Can., Me m. ·~1. 19'12, p. 115. 



The absence of' glacial ice is shown by th~ lack of glacial deposits, the steep
walled V-shaped valleys, with their interlocking spurs (Plate I), and the aibsence 
of that rounding, smoothing, and scouring action on the valley walls~ so charac
teristic of glaciated regions. 

DETAILED TOPOGRAPHY. 

l,Tp.LAND SURIF AlOE. 

The summits of the unreduced ranges lying between waterways, mark a 
gently-rolling plain (Plate II B), best viewed from a point well back from the 
valley walls. From such a point it is easy to imagine the depressions refilled and 
the upland surface an undulating plain of relatively slight relief. This plateau 
surface stands at an average elevation of 4;100 feet. A few summits, generall;}· 
well-rounded-mount Hart {Plate II A), mount Nolan, Crag mountain, Matson 
dome, and Rice dome-rise a few hundred feet a!bove the general level and are 
the only unreduced masses ·rwhich existed prior to the uplift. 

The main top~graphic features of the upland are the ·divides between the 
Sixtymile and i-adue drainage and between th~ Sixtymile and Fortymile and 
Yukon drainage. The first of these stretches from White river arou·nd the 
heads of r:Matson creek and the North IFork of Ladue river, cro&sing the Inter
national Boundary near Crag mountain. On this ridge some of the highest 
hiUs in the district form centres from which streams radiate in all directions. 
The second extends from the mouth of Sixtymile river to Swede Creek dome 
and thence crosses the International Boundary near the head of Little Gold 
creek. These ridges afford much better walking than the swampy valley flats, 
but their irregular outline adds much to the distanc~ travelled. 

Bedrock on the upland is nearly everywhere covered :by drift, but is occasion
ally exposed on small jagged summits. Frost is the most active of the erosional 
force. Huge iblocks, ·split off from the outcrops, accumulate near them or are 
torn from the bedrock, forced upwards through the drift, and lie scattered over 
the surface. Land creep or solifluction1 is very marked, not only on the upland 
but also on the valley walls, and the bulk of the material reaches · the valleys 
by a slow, progressive creep, the long gentle slopes from the summits of the 
upland to the valley walls being characteristic of this process. 

VALLEYS. 

The most striking features of the topograph;y, ne.'Ct to the gent'le, rolling 
character of the upland. a.re numerous wide deep valleys. These have been 
sunk into the upland to depths of from 1,500 to 3,000 feet. The smaller valleys 

' are prevailingly steep-walled, sharply V-shaped in outline, and contain beautiful 
'examples of interlocking spurs (Plate I). The larger valleys are broad-floored, 
with more gentle slopes, but still show a sharply V-shaped outline. Close to 
them the upland has been much more maturely d'issected, and large portions of 
the original surface have been entirely destroyed. 

1 Anderoon, J. G., "Solifluction, a component of subaerial denudation," Jour. Gcol., 
YOI. XIV, pp. 91-112. 
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Benches form a marked feature of the valleys ·and occur on one or both 
valley walls. They are cut in rock, and their wall! are always steep, .so that 
they form narrow trenches through which the present streams flow. They 
support beds of gravel which frequently carry gold in paying quantities ; a dis
cussion as to their origin is included under the head of placer deposits. 

Climate has had a marked effect in the shaping of landi forms, and par
ticularly in the modelling of the valleys. This effect is parti-cularly noticeable 
on those slopes most exposed t3 the sun where alternate thawing and freezing 
make erosion very rapid. Consequently the valleys acquire an asymmetrical 
shape (Plate III B), particularly in those portions most recently cut, for the 
streams tend to cut along one side of the valley and eSpecially where benches 
line th~ valley walls. On one side of the valley the bench is often entirely 
destroyed, and a section presents a continuously steep slope ; on the other side 
is a slope broken by a plain of irregular outline, from the surface of which there 
is a gentle rise to the shoulders of the valley walls. 

Most of the streamSI have clear water, indicating that they are doing very 
little cutting at present. This is no doubt due to the frozen state of the super
ficial materials . The material supplied to the valleys by the tributaries andi by 
creeping and sliding processes tends to accumulate there, as it very often freezes 
before it can be removed, and once frozen the process of its removal is very 
slow. There is, therefore, a tendency toward the gradual refilling of the 
depressions, and this is shown in the character of the streams, particularly that 
of Ladue river, which notwithstand'ing its grade, has many of the chara-cteristics 
of older streams. The thickness of this mant le of superficial deposits varies 
greatly from placa to place. 

The valley flats, swampy and covered with niggerheads, make travel very 
laborious. This is in part due to the frozen soil, as the smaller tributaries dis
charging on to the flats have been unable to cut channels to the main streams, 
and the water spreads or collects in pools which drain only by slow seepage. The 
drainage of the valley :flats might thus be termed unorganized. Where ·the 
insulating layer of moss becomes removed by a slide, or a freshet, or by fire, 
the underlying muck thaws quickly and channel-cutting proceeds with extreme 
rapidity, the amount of material r emova'ble by a small stream being almost 
incredible. 

DRAINAGE. 

The area studied dunug 1917 is drained almost entirely by Sixtymile and 
Ladue rivers and their tributaries. Small portions of the area drain directly to 
the Yukon by means of Swede creek. 

The main drainage courses are almost enti1~y independent of rock 
structure and cut across the trend of all the formations, but the secondary 
valleys are largel:y;. governed by the strike of the rocks in the localities where they 
occur. 

Sixtymile river rises in Alaska and crosses the International Boundary at 
latitude 63° 53'. The total length of Sixtymile valley from the 'boundary to the 
Yukon is 70 miles, but the d~stanca along the stre'am itself i s nearly 12>5 miles. 
The valley is conspicuously. terraced, the river occupying a constrided trench 

. sunk in the floor of a much older and wider valley. The width of the valley floor 
is always less than a mile and is generally less than half ·a mile (Plate IV A). 
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Sixtymile river near the Boundary is a small, rapid stream, averaging less 
than 50 feet. in width, and irtterrupted at frequent intervals hy steep ibars coverC'd 
with only a few inches of water connecting the deeptT portions of the channel. 
Dawn to the mouth of California creek, the Sixtymile cannot be considered a 
navigable stream; but 'bdow that creek the volume of water becomes much 
greater, and the descent less difficult, although bars and rapids continue. Fifty
mile creek and Matson cre~k, entering from the west and southwest respectively, 
within 4 miles of each other, aimost double the volume of water. Other 
important tributaries are Big Gold and California creeks from the north, and 
BouchtT and Matson creeks from the south. 

Ladue river rises in Alaska and crosses the International Boundary at 
latitude 63° 16' . 

The North Fork of Ladue river, a rapid winding stream with some cut-off 
meanders, rises in Alaska, and at. the Boundary is a very small srtream but grows 
rapidly in size. From the Boundary to its junction with the main Ladue the 
distanca is 40 miles, measured along the valley, but following the stream it is 
over 80 miles·. The average gTade betwE(en these two points is more than 25 
feet per mile, but in the lower reaches is not more tl1an 20 feet pe1· mile, whereas 
near the Boundary it e..·weeds 100 feet per mile. 
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OHAPTER Ill. 

GENERAL GEOLOGY. 

INTRODUCTORY STATEMENT. 

Various geological formations-, widespread throughout tha Yukon plateau, 
a.re found in the district, and include sedimentary, igneous, and metamorphic 
rocks. The metamorphic rocks are the dominant type and form what is known 
as the Yukon group1

• They ar~ the oldest rocks in t'he district, and from 
evidence, which will be presented later, are referred to the Precamhria"fi. 'They 
have been subdivided into a number of series, the oldest being composed of 
sheared and metamorphosed clastic& now represented by gneissoid quartzite~:~, 
quartz-mica, mi~a and graphitic whists, sheared and mashed conglomerates, and 
crystalline limestone. A second subdivision is a series 1of sericitic and chloriti.c 
schists largely resemibling the clastics but almost entirely of igneous origin. 
Another suhdivieion is a series of amphibolites, the origin of which is discussed 
on page 21. 

Tha remainder of the Yukon group is made up mainly of granite gneisses 
that vary widely in character and composition 'but belong to one general period 
of igneous intrusion and are referred to the general age of the Pelly gneisses. 

The Palreozoic is not represented in the region, save possibly by a few small, 
scattered areas of volcanics of doubtful age but thought to belong to the 
:Mesozoic. Numerous, small, isolated stocks of granitic rocks also belong, pro· 
ba'bly, to this era, and to the age of the Coast 'Range intrusives. 

The Tertiary is represented by a seri~s of unaltered sedimentary rocks, and 
by the products o£ two periods of volcanic activity. Most of the sediments 
belong to the Kenai serias•, and cons·ist of shale, sandstone, and conglomerate, 
with occasional seams of lignite. A period of vulcanism followed, in which rocks 
of intermediate types were discharged. Dykes and small flOWS> of acid rocks, tha 
most recent consolidated rocks of the district, represent the sacond period of 
volcanic activity. 

Overlying all the consolidated formations is a mantle of Pleistocene and 
Recent accumulations, which covers the valleys and extends over large portions 
of the valley walls and upland . . 

1 Ca!rnes, D. D., "The Yukon-Alaska International• Boundary," Geol. Surv., Can., 
Mem. 67, pp. 38~4-4. 
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Table of Fo1'mations. 

Era Period Formation Lithological characters 

Quate~nary 
Recent to Superficial Gravel, san ·l; silt, soil, muck, volcanic 

Pleistocene deposits ash, and ground-ice. 

Rhyolite, quartz porphyry, granite 
porphyry, with associated tuffs and 
breccias. 

Tertiary 
Newer Volcanics Andesite, diabase, and allied rocks, 

with associated tuffs and breccias. 

Eocene Shale, sandstone, c0nglomerate, and 
Kenai lignite . 

Cretaceous Coast Range 
to Granitic intrusives . 

Jurassic Intrusives (?) 
Mesozoic 

Older Volcanics Anclesite, diabase, and allied rocks. 

Precam brian 
Pelly gneiss (?) Granite gneiss. 

ci. Amphibolites. 
;:1 

8 
bll 

" Klondike series (?) Sericitic and chloritic schists mainly 
~ of igneous origin. 

;:1 

I ..... 

I Quartzite, quaftz-mica schists, mica 
Nasina se ries schists, sheared conglomerate, gra-

phite schists, and crystalline lime-
stone mainly of sedimentary origin. 

DESCRIPTIONS OF FOR111A,.TIONS. 

YUR'ON GROUP: 

GENERAL DESCRIP'l'ION. 

I 

The members of the Yukon group are extensively developed _in Sixtymile 
district and form most of the bedrock. Except where younger rocks· occasionally 
break through or cqver the old complex, th~ Yukon group is prevalent throughout 
the Yukon plateau. Although these rocks have 'been studied at a number of 
points, very little detailed wo;-'k has been done on them. 
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Th.oy consist of crystalline rocks, widely different in composition and origin, 
some being altered sediments, and others metamorphosed igneous rocks. In 
many instances the primary structures ·have been oiblit~rated by recrystallization, 
and field relations alone can aid determination of origin. 

The formational names into which this group, in adjacent regions, ·has been 
subdivided, have been dosely fol:lowed. 'No naw names have been introduced, 
the rocks being correlated a& closely as possible with those of the Klondike region. 
The chief subdivisions consist of the N asina and Klondike ( n series, a series 
of amphibolites, and granite gneisses (Pelly gneisses?). 

AGE AND CORRELATION. 

Until quite recently members of the Yukon group were classed as pre
Carboniferous, pre-Devonian, or pre-:Ordovician, according to the age of the 
<;('diments overlying them. Oairnes,l however, has shown that they are in all 
probability Precambrian in age. In his section along the International Boundary 
from Porcupine river to Yukon river, he found these rocks overlain by the Tindir 
group, which are in •turn overlain fby the (Middle :Cambrian. Concerning th e 
l'indir group 'Cairnes says in }Jart :2 " The members of the Tindir group are -thu ; 
either of Lower Cambrian or of Precambrian age. Considering, however, the 
great thickness of these rocks, and the fact that they differ so greatly lithclo
gically from the overlying beds of 'Middle and Upper Cam:brian age, and that 
the Lower Cambrian is probably represented by the lowest beds of the overlying 
limestone-dolomite formation, from which no fossils have as yet been obtained, 
it would seem to the writer very probable, either that the 'Tindir rocks arc
entinely of Precambrian age, or that this group indudes both Precambrian and 
Lower Oam!brian memfbers." · 

It, therefore, seems that members of the Yukon gToup which underlies the 
Tindir group must 'be •Precambrian. F·urther, these rocks have been traced by 
Prindle8 from Sixtymile district along· the Boundary to Yukon river, exce-pt 
for a band of- phyllites, cherts, limestones, greenstones, quartzites, -shales, and 
tu:ffs, which Prindle classes as Devonian, 'but part of which, according to 
Oairnes\ belongs to the Yukon group. Members of the metamorphic groups 
which make up so much of ·Sixtymile area, can, therefore, be correlated with 
the Yukon group of Cairnes, and are all of Precambrian age. 

In other districts 1arious names have been applied to all or portions of 
similar formations. In southern Yukon5 and northern British Columbia6 the 
term Mount Stevens group was used to include all the older schistose. and 

1 Cai.r.nes, D. D., "The Yulmm-A!laska lnterllJatDonal iBou.n<l>ary," Geol. •Surv., Can., 
!\fern. 67, 1914, pp. 38-'518. 

2 Cairnes, D. D., op. cit., p. 5·6. 
3Prindle, L. M., "The Fortymi le q ual1 r a ngle," e.s. Geol. Snrv., Bull. 375, 1909, m ap, 

Plate V. 
4 Cairnes, D. D ., op. c i t., :VIap ·14•0A. 
5 Cairnes, D . D., "Wheaton district," Geol. SurY., Can., Mem. ,31, 1912, pp. 40•51. 
6 Calrnes, D. D. , "Portions of Atlin mining district," Geol. Surv., Can ., Mem. 37, 191!, 

pp, 4•8-51. 
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gneissoid rocks. The group incl~des the N asina series ,o£ Brooks1 and Mc0onnell2 

as well as the Klondike ·series/ the Pelly gneisses,4 the Birch Creek series,5 the 
Fortymile series,6 the Kloto series,7 and the Tanana schists described by Brooks8 

and Mendenhall. 9 

NASINA SERms. 

'The oldest rocks of the Yukon group ·are altered sediments first described 
by Spurr,lO who studied them in the Fortymile region, where he subdivided them 
into two main groups, .the Birch Creek and the Fortymile series, the prevalence 
of marble in the upper portion of the formation lbeing given as the basis of the 
subdivision. This criterion, however, fails in other .portions of Yukon and 
Alaska, and they have been mapped by Brooks, M:cConnell, and others as a 
s.ingle unit, to which the name N asina series has been given. 

Distribution. 

In tSixtymile area this series is exposed in two main belts, trending in a 
northwesterly direction. The larger occupies the northeastern portion of the 
area; occurring along the divide between the Sixtymile and Fortymile drainage. 
The areal extent of this ·belt is not known, but is believed to reach from Indian 
river in the Klondike district to Fortymile river, and beyond, widening some
what· to the northwest. The width is at least J.5 miles measured across the 
general strike of the rocks. TP,e ·:sniaHer belt extends from the right limit of 
Bouc'her creek to the Boundary and beyond, with an average >width of 6 miles 
and ·a length of 18 miles. Intersected by · the 'Tertiary volcanics on Sixtymile 
river and cutting across the strike of the N asina series, this belt is economically 
important, all 'the important 'placer ·deposits occurring in tlJ.e creeks that cross it. 
In addition to these two areas, numerous inclusions are to be found in the later 
igneous rocks of the Yukon group. These inclusions vary from several feet in 
diameter up to several miles, and locally may 'become very abundant. The largest 
occurs on the divide between· Marion >Creek and White river. 

Lithological Characters. 

The N asina series is made up of gneissoid quartzites, quartz-mica and mica 
and graphitic schists, sheared conglomerates, and crystalline limestone. The 
quartzites and quartz-mica and mica schists make up ·the bullc of the series, the 
others being developed only locally. In the least altered portions, the constituents 
of these various rocks have a parallel arrangement, giving to the rocks a lami-

1 Brooks, .A. H., "A reconnaissance in the White and Tanana River basins, Alaska," 
U.S. Geol. •Surv., 210th Ann. Rept. , pt. VII, pp, 4·&5-4,&7. 

2 McConaiell, R. G., "Report on the Klondike gold: fields," Geol. Surv., Can., Ann. Rept., 
vol. XI'V, 1.901, pp. 12.B-1'51B. 

s M~Connell, R. G ., op. cit., pp. :L5.B-2.2B. 
4 McConnell, R. G., Am. Geol., YOI. 3·0, .July, 1•9iJ2·, pp, 5'5-62. 
Brooks, A. H., op. c it. , pp. 4·6•0•4-63. 

6 .Spurr, .J. E., " The geology of the Yukon gold district, Alaska," U .<S. Geol. Surv., 
18th Ann. Rept,, pt. 3, 1·8·96-18.97, pp. 140-1-415. 

6 Idem, pp. 1415-1;515. 
7 Brooks, A. ·H., " A reconnaissance from Py.ramid Harbor to Eagle City, Alaska," 

U.S. Geol. Surv. , 21st Ann. Rept., ·pt. 2, 1899-1'910•0, pp. 3•57- 31518, 
s Brooks, A. H., " A reconnaissamce in the White and Tan ana River basins, Alaska,'' 

TJ.S. Geol. Surv., 20th Ann. Rept., pt. 7, 1 8·98~1•8 :99, pp. 4618~4'7•0. 
9 Mend•enhall, W. C., "A reconnaissance from Resurrection bay to the Tanana River 

basin in 1898," TJ.S. Geol. Surv., 20th Ann. Rept., 1189•8-1899, pt. 7, pp. 313-31·5. 
10 Spurr, J. E., op. c it., pp. H•O~M·5. 

• 
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nnted appearance; in the most altered portions- the rock~ are ·completely recrys· 
tallized into :fine-grained gneisses and schists, -distinguished only with great 
difficulty from the altered: igneous rocks. In such cases the best criterion as to 
their origin is afforded by the rapid alternation of these · gneisses · and schists. 
with bands of crystalline limestone, or ~With the less altered quartzites, and .their 
g1·adual transition into the latter. 

Macroscopically the rocks consist' principally of alternating bands of dark 
blue to black, and white thinly laminated quartzites that pass gradually into 
dark grey quartz-mica schists and :finally into dark, glossy mica schists. Under 
the microscope the minerals present are seen to 'be the same in all cases, but to 
vary in abundance according to the type of rock. Quartz, the most abundant 
constituent, appears as a :fine mosaic of small compact grains, usually angular to 
subangular in shape, and divided into bands lby parallel lines of biotite and seri
r::ite. In many cases the quartz shows an undulous or wavy extinction as a result 
of strain unrelieved by cracking. A subordinate amount of feldspar is some
times associated with the qua.rtz. The micas, usually 'biotite and sericite, are 
a1·ranged in parallel bands, or sweep' in a series of waves through the granulated 
mass of quartz and feldspar. Biotite is abundant, and occurs in small leaves 
parallel to the planes of schistosity. Sericite, also abundant, occurs in a mannm• 
very similar to that of the biotite. Chlorite, calcite, kaolin, magnetite, and 
pyrite are also present, and, much more rarely, garnet. Graphite is seen, par
ticularly in the -laminated quartzites, where the dark bands are due to this 
mineral. Locally, this becomes very abundant and the rock becomes a graphite 
schist. In such rocks, practically the only constituents are quartz, graphite, and 
>cricite. The graphite is most abundant along the planes of sc'histosity; 'but it 
nlso occurs surrounding the individuals of quartz and penetrating them. 

'The sheared conglomerates make up only small portions of the formation 
nnd apparently represent a coarser facies of the quartzite. The pebbles, entirely 
quartz, elongated in the direction of the schistosity, range up to an inch or more 
in length. The matri..'{ has been metamorphosed into a soft, micf!. schist, so that 
its original character is oibscure. 

The crystalline limestone which is associated with these bed's is a grey or 
greenish~blue to white mar'ble. It is much sheared and disturbed, and in place'> 
contains secondary minerals, such as sericite and tremolite. The beds of Iime
f:'tone me usually in the form of lenses, occurring at frequent intervals · along 
the strike. 

The ·development of a gneissoid quartzite, a quartz-mica schist, or a mica 
schist, is believed to be dependent, not so much upon the degree of metamor
phism, as upon original differences in composition . . This is evidenced by the 
variation in the amount of the constituents which is now found in the several 
types. 

St1·ucture. 

In no case has the original bedding of these rocks lbeen observed. · The angle 
of the dip of the schistosity is usually low rarely exceeding 30 degrees, but in 
many cases there are sharp plications; and the planes of foliation are often 
twisted and corrugated in a most complex manner, and: minute corrugations are 
found in the rocks when examined under the microscope. 

12570-2~ 
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The structure is further complicated by the injection of large amounts of 
igneous material. Innumerable dyikes and sills, now reduced to lenticular masses, 
have been injected into the rocks of N asina series and have been in part folded 
with them. The complicated structure of these rocks and the large amount of 
injected material make it rash to estimate their thickness. Further, both the 
lower and upper boundaries: are transgressive igneous contacts, so that neither 
the bottom nor the top of the series is actually present in the Sixtymile region. 

Age and Oor·relation. 

These rocks are the oldest in Sixtymile district, for they are cut or overlain 
by all the other rocks. 

If theY ukon group as a whole be Precambrian, the N asina series, the earliest 
members of that group, must be of Precambrian age. Dawson1 correlated them 
with the Grenville series, but such a correlation can be of little value. 

01·ig·in. 

The strongest evidence that these rocks are of sedimentary or1gm is the 
1•apid alternation of the quartzites, schists, and limestone; the ,abundance of 
graphite; and the occurrence of quartz conglomerates. Microscopic examinatiop. 
shows that they have large'ly recrystaHized into fine-grained sch.ists and gneisses. 
Although some specimens show granulation, recrystallization is the rule, and in 
many cases the cracking or straining at right angles to the planes of foliation 
may be taken as being due to movements which have occurred · s'll!bsequent to 
the recrystallization of the rock. 

1 

The N asina series represent siliceous and arenaceous sediments, with some 
calcareous deposits laid down on the bottom of an early Precambrian sea, but 
which, as a result of earth movements, have become recrystallized into schists and 
gneisses. Complete metamorphism, however, was not wholly due to regional 
movements. In many eases garnet, and in some cases tourmaline, is developed 
and both these minerals are found only in proximity to the granite gneiss. It is 
believed that contact metamorphism played its part in the great changes: which 
these rocks have undergone, and that the intrus ion of the vast batholiths of 
granite, with the consequent soaking of the invaded sediments with granitic · 
juices helped in the alteration. But the effects of contact and of regional meta
morphism are so similar on rocks of this type, as to make the distinction a problem 
that can be solved only by detailed work. 

IGNEous ScmsTs. 

The igneous schi'Sts are divided for the present into two main groups, 
sericitic and! chloritic schi'sts and amphibolite or hornblende schists, for both 
of which formational names have already been given. 

Sericite and Ohl01·ite Schists. 

This group consists of light-coloured sericite schists with subordinate 
amounts of chlorite schists. McGonnelJ2 has reported in detail on these rocks, 
but many difficult problems still remain; amongst these are the age relationships 

1 Dawson, G. M:., "The geological record in the Rocky Mountain region of Canada," 
Bull. Geol. Soc., Am., vol. 12, 19•01, pp. ·&2-&4. 

2 McConnell, !R. iG., "Report on the Klondike gold field<.>," Geol. Surv., Can., Ann. 
Rept., vol. XIV, 1901, pp. 1;5-2'2'B. 
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of the various members of the two groups to one another and to. the granite 
gneiss. The intimate association of these rocks with the other members of the 
Yukon group has caused them to be mapped as a complex in many of the surveys 
of Yukon and Alaska. The Wl'iter has endeavoured to effect a separation of the 
main groups, and though this separation is not complete, it affords information 
which compensates for the mapping inaccuracies involved. 

Dist?-ibution. The schists outcrop in three main m:eas, the largest a£ which 
occupies part of the southern portion of the district, extending south along the 
Boundary from near Deep creek to Ladue river, a distance of 20 miles, and east 
f rom the Boundary to Matson creek and Rice creek, a distance of 15 miles. 
Nasina and later igneous rocks make up a considerable portion of this area. 

Two other areas occur along the Boundary, both of them near the northern 
end of the district. The more north~rly crosses the Boundary near .Little Gold 
creek, and extends eastward to Hungry gulch, a distance of 6 miles, following 
fairly ' closely the divide :between the Sixtymile and Fortymile drainage. Its 
width is not known as· this divide forms the boundary. of the present mapping 
sheet. The second of these two areas occurs on the Boundary in the vicinity 
of Bedrock creek, and· crossing· Sixtymile river near the mouth of that creek 
extends along the south side of the 'Sixtymile to the mouth of Miller creek, thus. 
having a length of 10, and an average width of about 4 miles. 

Lithological Characters. These schists resemble in appearance the most 
completely recrystallized rocks of the N asina on the one hand and the most 
sheared of the granite gneisses on the other. They may be differentiated froni 
the N as·ina by the transitions which occur in the latter between limestone, 
quartzite, and schist. The sericite schists have been derived largely from 
porphyritic igneous rooks, and in many cases the traces of the porphyritic 
texture have not been completely obliterated. Rounded blebs of quartz and 
feldspar, probably the original phenocrysts of the rock, may sometimes ·be dis
tinguished macroscopically. 

The separation of the crushed quartz porphyi:ies and the crushed granite 
porphyries or augen gneisses, is more difficult, for by the failure of the 
quar tz phenocrysts and the consequent increase in the feldspathic constituents 
an almost complete transition between the two types may be found. Biotite 
is, however, conspicuously absent from the sericite schists, and abundant 
in the granite gneisses, and this fact, coupled with the general appearance in 
the field, which is of some value, served in differentiating the two types. 

The most important and abundant rocks in this series are white, light 
yellow, or light green sericite schists. These possess a marked fol~ation accentu
ated by the development of S·econdary minerals as a necessary accompaniment 
to the pronounced dynamic agencies to which they have been . subjected. They. 
are soft to the touch, friable, and with a pearly lustre on the cleavage planes, 
owing to the abundant development of secondary micaceous .minerals. The 
white or yellow varieties are usually more compact than the greenish rocks and 
have cleavage planes -h of an inch or more apart, whereas the bands in th~ 
greenish varieties are almost paper-thin, and the secondary micas are ben r 
around the white or reddish decomposed feldspar individuals. Rounded blebs of 
quartz and feldspar are sometimes found. 
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Under the micrciscoj_)e these rocks are seen to be of simple mineralogical 
composition, the bulk of the. specimens being composed of quartz, feldspar, 
sericite, and chlorite. Of · the feldspar, both orthoclase and plagioclases are 
present, the ' plagioclases being usually albite or oligoclase. Numerous minerals 
of secondary importance occur. These are magnetite, pyrite, hematite, zoisite, 
epidote, zircon, kaolin, and calcite. Biotite is usually absent. The quartz shows 
progressive granulation and recrystallization, passing through a stage in which 
the quartz grains interlock with a sutured texture, into varieties in which the 
quartz has been largely recrystallized into large, clear areas entirely free f~:om 
strain shadows and containing inclusions of the granulated material. Serieite 
is abundant, and occurs in parallel bands sweeping in curves through the rock. 
The chlorite occurs in small leaves or aggregates. 

Macroscopically the chlorite schists are fine-grained rocks showing abundant 
chlorite and epidote. They occur both as bands alternating with the sericite 
schists and as mas~es. .The planes of schistosity are not governed by the char
acter ·of the rock, but pass from one variety to the other at diiferent angles to 
the planes of contact between them. 

Under the microscope the chl(}rite schists are very similar to the 
sericite schists, save that the chlorite is relatively much more abundant, and 
with the chlorite, epidote, and zoisite also increases its importance, and quartz 
declines. A large amount of granitic material has been injected into these 
rocks, and so . intimately are the two associated that it is frequently impossible 
to separate the material even in thin section. The zoisite, however, replaces 
feldspar to some extent, and it is poss1ble that the feldspars are more basic. 

Remnants · of , a porphyritic texture are visible in many of the sections. 
These appear as lenticular masses of material usually bounded by bands. of 
mica, probably the original phenocrysts of the rock. The material in these 
lenticular areas is usually granulated, but in some cases recrystallization has 
taken place. 

St1-ucture. The rocks of. this series are everywhere foliated, but they have 
suffered somewhat unequally in this respect. The strike of the schistosity is in a 
general northwest-southeast direction, but there are many exceptions. The 
dip is _Persistently towards the southwest and notwithstanding the.. high degreE; 
of metamorphism which these rocks have undergone, the anglE$ of dip are usually 
low, very seldom exceeding 30 degrees. In some cases~ notably in ~he area lying 
:along .Sixtymil'e river, high dips were noted. 

Age and Oorrelllitions. These schists a1•e similar tO- certain sericite and 
chlorite schists which make up the bulk of the Klondike series.1 

. In mapping 
that s-eries, howeveT, J\'[cConndl included the granite gneisses and consequently 
these rocks can oti.ly 'be referred to portions of that series. tCorrelations might 
also be made with portions of the igneous schists of the Klotassin area2 which 
exhibit tha same relations to the rocks of the N asina series as do the sericite and 
cJ:llorite.· sc'hists in 'Sixtymi!e district. They may also 'be the equivalents of 

t MicConne11, R. · G., o,p. dit., pp. 151B-22B. 
. 2 eai.r~es, .:!), D., Gool. Surv., Oan., ,smi.l. Rept. 1916, p. 28. 
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similar rocks in the Salmon River1 gold :field correlated with the Klondike 
rocks, and they may also be correlated with similar rocks in the Stewart2 River 
valley. 

The schis1:s exhibit distinctly intrusive relations with the rocks of the 
Nasina series. '· Not onlY are the contacts between the two ·t'Xtremely irregular, 
with/ areas of the sericite schists penetrating into the quartzites, but numerous 
inclusions of quartzites, from a few inches to several hundred feet in diameter, 
are found' in the sericite schists. 

There is also evidence that these schists are earlier than the granite gneissas, 
for patches and small areas of granitic material are folded and sheared with tha 
schists. These patches represent in~ections of granitic material from the 
Preca-in'brian ' batholiths or from the stocks of iMesozoic age, probably from thoa 
'batholi ths. 

The fact that there is transition between the sericitic and chloritic schists 
is no proof as to their relative ages. It may indicate intrusive contact or con
temporary age. Thoa alternating bands are strongly suggesiive of dykes and siHs 
of t1le chlorite schists cutting the sericite schists, and it is believed that the 
former are younger than the latter, but both have been sheared alike, and all 
signs of eruptive contacts have been obliterated. 

Origin. Thes·e rocks owe their origin to ihe extrusion or intrusion of 
igneous material su•bsequently deformed. The intrusive contacts with those of 
the Nasina series, and the porphyritic texture, remnants of which can boa readily 
detected, leave little doubt as to their igneous origin. Further, the mineral 
composition strongly suggests that many of the rocks we<re origina'ny quartz 
porphyries, and that from these there is a gradation to more basic types repre
sented by the chlorite schisis. 

The deformation has been due to mo'V'OIDents in the rock mass, and the 
microscope shows .a progressive granulation proceedi,ng hand · in hand with 
recrystallization, and this was accompanied by the development of secondary 
minerals, along well~de:fined planes of 'pressure. The phenoccysts of ·quartz 
have suffered more than the feldspars in the process of granulatiori but both 
are crushed to a certain degree. 

The fact that the planes of schistosity cut across too planes ·of contact 
between the sericite and chlorite schists at varying ang-les can only ·lead to the 
inference that shearing took place subsequent to th~ consolidation: of these rocks 
and that it was not due to movements while the rocks· were still in a molten 
state. It is, of course, impossible to say whether th~ rockS possessed an original 
flow structure, which in certain cases might be emphasized by later movements. 
A:ll trace 1of such earlier flow m9vements has been lost by th~ later shearing to 
which these rocks have been su~ected. 

It is, therefore, probable that the sericite s~hists aN derived from quartz 
porphyries and allied types of rock, and the chlorite schists from rocks of, a 
more basic composition, which may have represented later intrusion into the 
quartz porphyri~s, and that these schists owe their origin to the processes of 
mechanical deformation 1mown as regional metamorphism~ 

1 McCoonell, R. G., ".Salmon River gold field," Geol. Surv., Can., Ann. Rept., vol. XIV, 
1901, p. 215A. · 

2 McConnell, R. G., Geol. Surv., Can., Ann. Rept., vol. XIV, 1,901, p. 1'6B. 
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A mphiboli.tes. 

.This name is used to designate a class .Qf schistose, Precambria.n rocks of 
dark g.reenish colour and basic composition. Some of them are older than the 
grani~ gneiss with which they always occur, but others may be differentiates 
from the magma which gave rise to the gneiss. 

Distribution. The largest area of these amphiiboEtes and gneisses lies along 
Sixtymile river, extend~ng ,:;astward from the Boundary to the mov.th of Pat 
]li[urphy creek, forming an area 6 miles long and 5 miles wide. . 

Many smaller areas occur along the Boundary, one s~all area on Matson 
creek near Dis'Covery, and many others sugg>astive of dykes, too small to be 
mapped separately, in the whists of the N as in a series. 

Ditlwlogical .Characters. These rocks range from various shades of green to 
nearly black, and are o£ a basic composition. Quar tz is absent, or present only 
in small amounts, except in certain cases whic11 will be discussed later. Horn
blende, biotite, pyroxene, and plagioclase ma·ke up the greater portions of the 
rocks. They vary greatly in texture, from coarse-grained varieties in which the 
component minerals are readily discerned with the naked eye, to £ne-grained 
rocks, in which little 1can be determined e\ en with the aid of a lens. They have 
a well-developed foli ation accentuated by the injection of granitic material along 
certain definite planes. " 

Undot1.· the micros'Cope, these rocks are seen to fall into two main groups. 
The first and more abundant type consists· of horn'blende and plagioclase, with 
subordinate amounts of biotite and pyroxene, both of which take the place of 
hornblende t'o some extent. The plagioclase is not always d~ermina'ble, but in 
a few cases where measurements could,.be made, it was found to be a medium to 
basic labradorite. The hornblende, which makes up the bulk of the rock, is very 
strongly pleochroic. In some instances hornblende is almost absent, and the rock 
consists of pyroxene (diopside and augite) and biotite. The various other 
minerals present are zoisit-tl, epidote, apatite, spl1ene, garnet, calcite, magnetite, 
chlorite, pyrite, and quartz. 

The rocks, therefore, vary widely in mineralogical cpmposition, ranging 
f rom the equivalents of a diorite to rocks as basic as a pyroxenite. They also 
vary widely in totlxture. Notwithstanding the shearing to which they have been 
subjected, in some cases. remnants of what is believed to be original t extures are 
preserved, and if this be the case the rocks ranged from granul'ar to porphyritic. 
In the more altered types, all tracts of the original textures have been com
pletely obliterated. 

The second type, generally indistinguishable in the field from the first type, 
shows under the micr~scope decidedly different char acters. Quartz, one of the 
essential constituents, occurs as a mosaic of angular or of interlocking grains, 
and in several cases leaves of sericite are present, thus· forming portions of rock 
which cannot be distinguished from the quartz-mi ca schists of the N asina series. 
Hornblende, zoisite, epidote, and ga rnet are abundant, particularly the horn
blende, which occurs in large individuals arranged in parallel bands; the epidote 
and zoisite are developed in bands parallel to the hornblende. The garnet, in 
large grains, occurs as a network of Yeins enclosing quartz grain~1 that form 

1 Weinschenk, E. , "The fundamental principl~s of petrology," Trans. by J ohannsen, 
New York, 1916, ·P. 199, oa.n d plate 4, fi.g. 1. 

• 
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the greater part of the mass. Identical textures were noted in the rocks of the 
N asina series near the conta·cts of the granite gneiss. 

On the Boundary1, rocks similar in texture and composition contain diopside 
and carbonates, quartz, feldspar, serioite, sphene, and iron ore, and are probably 
altered, impure sandstones, greywackes, or arkoses. 

Age wnd Do1'1'elation,s. Some of these amphibolites are, probably, metamor
phosed rodks of the Nasina series but many are younger. Many, too, have been 
injected with stringers of granite gneiss (Plate V B), and are, therefore, older 
than the gneisses, but some are probably differentiation products of the magma 
that produced the gneisses. Their age relations to the group, of sericite and 
chlorite schists could not be determined . 

. Amphibolite or hornblende schists elsewhere in Yukon are apparently similar 
in age relations to tho~e of the Sixtymile district, but in view of the wide range 
of age represented by the rocks, c:m·elations made at the present time would 
prove practically valueless. 

01·igin.-Many of these rocks were doubtlessly deri1·ed from basic and inter
mediate igneous rocks. In the least altered specimens, the remnants of porphy
ritic structures and the mineralogical composition and their field relations, tend 
to confirm this view. Many of the occurrences are strongly suggestiv~ of dykes 
and sills. In the majority of cas.es, however, the rocks occur as inclusions in 
granite gneiss and may be considered as basic marginal phases or even basic 
cognate xenoliths representing the original magma from which the granites are 
themselves differentiates. 

Certain of the amphibolites are, however, metamorphosed sediments. On 
Matson creek, a band of these rocks injected by numerous stPingers of granite 
contains an abundance of garnets. Inclusions of quai·tz-mica schist in the 
garnet may represent remnants .of the original rock, probably an impure argil
laceous sandstone, converted first into a quartz-mica schist by regional metamor
phism. and later into an amphibolite by contact metamorphism. The develop
ment of garnet with the peculiar sieve-like texture appears to he the result of 
contact metamorphism, as it is developed only close to igneous contacts. The 
formation of amphibolite, epidote, and zoisite may also he due to this cause. 
The planes in which these minerals occur pass around the garnets, giving a 
pseudo-porphyritic texture, which may mean that these minerals are of later 
development than the garnet, or that the garnet in growing pushed aside the 
hornblende and other minerals. 

The origin of these rocks is uncertain. They represent in the write1:'s 
opinion contact metamorphosed sediments, and if this opinion be correct, it is 
interesting to note how, thr'ough metamorphism, a sandstone can be so altered 
as to be indistinguishable in the field from a basic igneous rock. 

GRANITE GNEISS. 

' 
The various views held with regard to these rocks are very interesting, but 

only the principal can be g\ven here. They were at first believed· to form the 

1 CaLrnes, D. D., ." The Yukon-Alaska International Boundary between Porcupine and 
Yukrm rivers," Geol. Surv., Can., Mem. ·67, 1914, p. 39. 
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Basal granites or Archrean gneiss, but McConnell1 pointed out that the so-c:JllPd 
-B11sal granite was often intrusive into much older sediments, forming por tions 
of the crysta:lline schists, and was in consequence younger than they. Area:
assigned to the Basal granites are now so restricted that it is doubtful if any of 
them can be regarded as the basement. 

Distribution. 

Granite gneiss is the most extensively developed formation in this part of 
Sixtymile district. It extends from near Sixtymile river on the Bound-ary south
east to Matson creek, where it -disappears under Tertiary sediments and volcanic<:J, 
and from the Boundary eastward to Sixtymile river and 'beyond, thus forming 
an area about 24 miles long by 22 miles wide. In the vicinity of Eoucher creek 
the 'batholith is split into two arms, one of which extends northwest up Sixtymile 
river, and the other west towards the Boundary. Many of the numerous, 
irregular, scattered patches are believed to 1be connected under a thin veneer of 
the intruded· rocks. 

Granite gneiss outcrops again near the southern boundary of the map and 
along the divide separating Matson creek from White river, and these areas are 
believed to extend to White river.2 This distribution and the inclusions of the 
N as in a series indicate that the present surface is near portions of -the roof of 
the old Precambrian bat'holith. 

Lithological Characters. 

The gneisses vary greatly in texture, composition, and general appearance in 
the field, passing from a -fine-grained schist, difficult to separate from the other 
sheared rocks of igneous origin, into a coarse-grained granite gneiss. Areas and 
bands of -augen gneiss, frequently alternating with the granular variety, are 
light brown to reddish rocks, consisting of porphyritic individuals of feldspar, 
and occasionally -quartz, scattered through a groundmass of fine-grained material, 
which is highly sheared, with the development of abundant mica on the plane.;; 
of schistosity, giving to the rock a glistening appearance. The feldspar cry-stals 
are drawn out into lenticular areas of granulated material, or, more frequently, 
exhibit only -incipient signs of crushing. The granular varieties, exhibiting great 
differences in the siZi of grain and in the amount of shea.ring, are frequent1y 
O::larse, with a well-defined foliation; but more massive varieties occur in which 
the only sign of shearing is a well-defined cleavage in one direction. They are 
reddish to grey and macroscopically are seen to con&ist of quartz, feldspar, biotite, 
and muscovite; freq_uently minute crystals of garnet may be observed without the 
aid of a lens. The varieties containing hornblende have a mottled black and 
white appearance, -and usually only a poorly-defined gneissic structure. In many 
of these rocks a milky-white quartz, apparently secondary, occurs with rounded 
or lenticular outlines or filling in the space between foliation planes. 

1 McConnell, R. G., "Note on the so-called Basal granite of the Yukon valley," Am. 
Geol., Yol. .ao, 1902, pp. 55-62. 

2(Brooks, lA· H., "The geography and geology of Al-aska," U.S. Geol. Surv., Prof. 
Paper No. 45, 1906, p. 209. 

"A reconnaiss-ance of the White and Tanana River basins," ·u.<S. Geol. Surv., Ann. 
ReDt., 190·0, pt. 7, pp. 4t6•()•4·&6. 
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Under the microscope the most wbundant minerab are seen to be . quartz, 
alkali feldspar, lime-alkali feldspar ( oligoclase to -andesine), and biotite, musco
vite, and more rarely horn'blende. The, more common accessory minerals are 
epidote, zircon, magnetite, pyrite, titanite, apatite, and tourmaline, and the 
secondary mineral·s a1:e quartz, sericite,- c'hlorite, calcite, hematite, and zoisite. 

These rocks furnish transitions · from the massive types in which little 
mechanical deformation has taken place to schists in which all trace of the 
original structure has bee11 lost. The .phenocrysts of the schists have been 
reduced to lenticular areas of finely-granulated material, or to continuous bands 
of this material, both of which are bordered by leaves of micaceous mineral such 
as biotite, muscovite, or sericite, developed along the planes of shearing. Some 
of the stages of metamorphism can be followed with the microscope. The initial 
stages are to be seen in rocks which macroscopically -are quite massive, save for a 
pronounced cleavage. Granulated material is rare in such rocks, but the quartz 
shows undulous extinction. In the more crushed varieties the material is granu
lated, and still further stress causes the complete recrystallization of quartz a.nd 
feldspar into a coarse-grained mosaic of grains,' Which, in the rocks that '\Vere 
originally porphyritic, are arranged in lenticular areas, or in rocks which were 
originally granular, in •oroad, broken, or discontinuous ,bands. Many instance:; 

1 were noted in whiclf the quartz was granulated to -an extreme de,"Tee, whereas 
the feldspar suffered only slightly. The processes of shearing were accompanied 
by the development of sericite, epidote, zoisite, and chlorite, the chlorite being 
usually secondary after the biotite or hornblende. The zoisite and epidote are 
present in small grains, crystals, and aggregates, but the sericite is developed in a 
series of parallel bands, either straight or curved. The biotite and muscovite 
occur in irregular plates sometimes intergrown, and most frequently arrangeu 
in certain definite planes. Both show frequent distortion of the individuals and 
in numerous cases a telescoping out of the crystals against inclusions of accessory 
constituents such as apatite and zircon. 

With the process of recrystallization the introduction of secondary quartz 
becomes of great importance. This often completely masks the original struc
ture, cementing the granulated material in t'he lenticular areas, and assuming 
the shape of phenocrysts. These, however, show no signs of strain. The quartz 
also occurs filling in the minute cracks or fissures which traverse the rocks. 

St?·ucture. 

'The granite gneiss is nearly everywhere sheared, and the attitude of the 
planes of schistosity is somewhat irregular. The strike is in general toward the 
northwest -and has an average southwesterly ·dip of a-bout 30 degrees. In many 
cases, however, minor tightly closed folrqs with steeply inclined axes were noted, 
and the planes of shearing are frequently twisted and corrugated. 

Age and Correlations. 

The granite gneisses, the most recent rocks of the Yukon group, _ may be 
correlated with the Pelly gneiss of the Yukon valley1, traced from t'he Nordens-

1 McConnell, R. G., "Note on the so-called' Basal granite of the Yukon valley," Am. 
Geol., vol. 3rO, 19•02, pp. 55-62. 
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kiuld river in a northwesterly direction to the basin of the Tanana, a distanco 
of 380 miles. The northwestern boundary croSBes Yukon river a short distanc .. 
below the mouth of the Pelly, and the rocks are prominent along the lower por
tions of White river.1 They are also known i:o. the valleys of Stewart and Fort~
mile rivers2, and are included in the Klondike series.3 

'Concerning the age of these rocks and their relations to the sericite and 
chlorite schists. of the Klondike series, McOonnell says in part: "Sericite schists 
identical in character with the Klondike schists occm at various points in Yukon 
Territory, notably in the Fortymile district, o~ Henderson creek, and in the 
Stewart valley. They are closely associated with the ·Pelly gneiss, and in some 
instances at Ieast simply represent an extreme schistose p'hase of t4ese rocks. 
On Henderson creek the schists and gneisses occur in alternating bf!_nds niani~ 
festly identical in age and origin, and in the Fortymile district the gneisses are 
followed crossing the strike by sericite schists agreeing with them in dip and 
strike."4 McOonnell then points out the transition between the Klondike schists 
and the Pelly gneis5es: "In the K~ondike district the sericite schists of the 
Klondike series in their extension eastward pass into, or are replaced by, granite 
gneissru, and gneisses also occur on Indian river, along the southern 'border of 
the area. At the ;latter point the gneisses pass gradually, going northward acros;; 
the strike, into finely foliated schists."" He, therefore, concludes that the granite 1 

gneiss and a portion of the Klond'ike sc'hists belong to the same uge as the Pelly 
gneiss, and says that it is proba!ble that the granite gneiss represents the samE> 
magma as the quartz porphyries (sericite schists) cooled at greater depth. 

Oairnes,6 however, is led to the conclusion that the granite gneiss is the 
youngest member of that group. He gives his latest secti-on .as star.ting ·with the 
N asina series, followed by a series of schists of igneous origin, consisting of 
hornblende and serici.te schists, and followed later by granite gneiss. It is by no 
means certain that the igneous schists of Oairnes in .this section are the true 
equivalents of the JDondike schists, ibut they have many points of similarity. . 

'The defol'lllled granite and quartz porphyries so closely approximate in com
position that they can only be separated partially. An additional complication 
lies in the fact that granites of 'J ura-Oretaceous age are present. These, it is 
believed, have their apophyses as well as the Precambrian granites, and conse
quently the .evidence afforded by dykes, sills, and pegmatites is not always clear. 
Although the rocks referred to the general age of the Coast Range 'batholith are 
not very extensive in ·Sixtymile district, 'the dykes and sills believed to be of this 
age are very rwidespread. Many of the dykes, sills, and pegmatites were folded, 
crumpled, and faulted, and are probably the apophyses of the Precam'brian 
granites. . 

Evidence that the sheared quartz porphyries and the granite gneisses are 
of the same age is, first, that the two occur in parallel 1bands, with conforma:ble 
attitudes; second, that there is gradual and •complete transition 'between the two 

1 Br<iol<s, A. H ., "A reconnaissa01ce of the White and Tanana Rive r basins," U.S: Geol. 
Surv., Ann. Rept., 190,0·, ·pt. 7, pp. ·4•6•0'-46'6. • 

2M:<deonnell, R. G., op. cit., pp. 55-56. 
•M:cConnell, R. G., "Report on th e Klondil<e goh:l fields," Geol. Surv., Can., Ann. Rept., 

yoJ. XIV, 19'01, pp. 15-23B. 
• McOonnell, R. G., op. cit., pp, 16-17-B. 
s McConnell, R. G., ibid. 
a Cairne.s, D. D., Geol. Surv., C'an. , .Sum. Rept., 191'6, pp. 2•7-28. 
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types. The first argument is not necessarily a p1•oof of contemporaneous or1gm, 
for the rocks known as the igneous schists could have been solidified and even 
sheared with the injection of granitic material. Subsequent shearing might very 
well result in the deformation of both alike, with the result that the parallel 
bands would have conformable dips and strikes and all signs of eruptive contaet 
would be obliterated. As regards the second argument, a complete transition 
between two rock types does not necessarily imply a contemporaneous develop
ment. The effects of the injection of large ·bodies of magu:na upon the enclosing 
rocks are well known. The granites then might be regarded as subsequent to the 
quartz porphyries, even with the two phenomena described· above. 

As to the relative ages of thes·e two series of rocks, it is pro'bable that dykes, 
sil~s, and pegmatites· from the granitic magma have penetrated the igneous 
schists, sho'wing that .the granite gneisses are later than. the deformed quartz 
porphyries. The dips and strikes of the two are not alway.s conformable, and in 
many cases the igneous sch~sts, rif followed along the strike, are found to pass 
into the granite gneiss. This would point to a transgressive •batholithic contact. 

1;he writer, therefore, believes that the igneous schists and granite gneissc> 
are not contemporaneous in age, but that the gneiss is intrusive in.to the schists. 

Origin. 

The granite gneisses owe their origin to the intrusion of batholiths of 
granitic material. They vary widely in texture and in composition, ranging from 
equi-granular to porphyritic and from an acid granite to a diorite. As a con
sequence of the movements to which these rocks have been subjected, variom 
stresses were developed, with the result that a well-defined gneissic structure lws 
been imposed upon them. 
· Evidence as to the period at which these movements took place is obtainable 
from the internal structure of the rocks, and additional evidence is to be found 
in the larger field relations, the former enabling us to tell whether the move
ments took place during or after the consolidation of the rock, and the latter, 
in ideal cases, enabling us to fix the period of these movements with a fair degree 
of accuracy. The criteria for determining the c&Ses in which foliation is due to 
movements during consolidation have beffil discussed at length.1 A study of 
numerous thin sections has shown that, except in the porphyritic facies, the 
normal order of crystallization of 'decreasing basicity has held good for most of 
the specimens. That is to say the various accessory constituents such as magne
tite, apatite, zircon, etc., were the first to crystallize, followed in order by horn
blende or mica, the feldspars, and quartz. From a study of these sections it is 
seen that all the essential constituents had crystallized out prior to the cessation 
of the movements, and as the quartz frequently· shows a more pronounced granula
tion than the feldspar, the inference is that the shearing is due to movements 
which took place after consolidation, rather than to flowage while still liquid 
or pasty. The mica also shows signs of bending or even fracturing, the plates 
very frequently telescoping or .feathering out against inclusions of accessory con
stituents which they originally enclosed. 

1 Adams, F. D. and Barlow, A. E., "Geology of the Haliburton and Bancroft a.reas," 
Geol. .Surv., Can., Mem. 6, 19110, pp. 7.8-87. • 

'Barlow, A . E., "Nipissi11g and :rin1iskatning region," Geol. Surv., Can., Ann. Rept .. 
vol. X, 1<8·97, pp. 5'81 -611. 
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The fact that the interstitial spaces in the fractured minerals are not filled 
with pegmatitic material, though sometimes filled with quartz, supports this 
conclusion. The writer, however, regards this as something entirely later than 
the effects of the intrusion, being closely bound up with recrystallization. The 
close analogy of t he structures with those of the N asina series is a point which 
should not 'be overlooked. 

Further, pegmatites imd quartz veins may ibe classed as amongst the latest 
products of a batholithic invasion, and the evidence afforded by these is fully 
as important as that afforded by the. internal structure of the rock. Being found 
not only in the surrounding rocks .but in the granites themselves, their evidence 
is the most positive of any. They are discontinuous, usually of lenticular out
line, and range in size from minute veins to masses of quartz several d:eet in 
thickness and 8 or 10 feet in length. These have been folded and faulted with 
the gneisses, and the' pegmatites show the same r elations as the quartz veins, 
sheared pegmatites being by no means uncommon. . 

It may, therefore, be concluded that the movements which r esulted in the 
foliation of these rocks were later than the solidification of the pegmatites and 
quartz veins which represent the latest stages in the consolidation of an igneous 
rock. 

Since the Palreozoic is absent, and there are no sedimentary strata belonging 
to the Mesozoic, the period ,of earth movements can be fixed only within very 
indefinite limits. The gneisses were sheared prior to the deposition of the 
Eocene sediments, ofor gneiss pebbles are found in them. They were ·a!so sheared 
before the invasion of the batholiths classed with the Coast Range in age. 
for dykes and sills of these rocks cut across the planes• of shearing. Further 
than this it is rash to go. 

MESOZOIC. 

OLDER VoLCANrcs. 

These rocks are similar in composition and in age to a group in the White 
River district1 where they have been studied in detail, so that .a lengthy descrip· 
tion need not be given here. 

Distribution. 

They occur in two areas only, the larger of which was traced for about 4 
miles along the ridge to the south of Rice creek, and separates that creek from 
Ladue river. The smaller area .. lies to the west of Pine creek, near its head, 
on an unnamed tributary of the North Fork of Ladue river. It outcrops on 
the hillsides in a series of pinnacles which overlie, and have apparently cut, the 
granite gneiss. These pinnacles, 50 to 100 feet high, have evidently been formed 
by weathering along· joint planes. 

Lithological Characters. 

The rocks of this formation are dull, dense, and compact with colours 
ranging through various shades of green, grey, or brown. A well-defined lamin-

1 Cairnes, D. D., ,pUpper White River district," Geol. ·Surv., Can., Mem. 5·fr, 1'9l•S, pp. 
87-9-3. 
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ated structure, due probably to an original flow structure, emphasized, possibly, 
by subsequent earth movements, alternates rapidly ·with the more massive 
varieties. The alteration of these rocks to epidote, serpentine, and actinolite has 
set in along well-defined shear or fault zones, 200 feet or more in width. The 
actinolite is usually light to dark green, the serpentine nearly always a dull, 
greasy, black. mineral. 

The rocks range from holocrystalline equi-granular, through porphyritic to 
aphanitic in texture, but the porphyritic facies predominate. The latter have a 
mottled dark and light appearance, d111e to the phenocrysts of decomposed feld· 
spar, in a dark aphanitic base, or due to the light-coloured feldspar crystals 
associated with long acicular crystals of hornblende. The phenocrysts are gener
ally less than one-half inch in length, but are sometimes more than an inch. 

Under the microscope, these rocks are seen to consist of both porphyritic and 
non-porphyritic types, the latter marked by the ophitic texture, in which all the 
minerals appear to beLong to one period of crystallization, whereas in the porphy· 
ritic types two generations of crystals are shown, the groundmass, however, being 
rarely coarser than microcrystalline. Lime-soda feldspars ranging from andesine 
to labradorite, augiie, and hornblende are the dominant minerals. The plagio· 
clase individuals, frequently characterized by zonary structures, are twinned 
according to the albite and carlsbad! laws. Iron ore is the most abundant and 
characteristic of the accessory minerals, and calcite and chlorite are always 
present as products of alteration. The groundmass of the porphyritic types 
is characterized by the orientation of the minute crystals of feldspar in a flow 
arrangement known as pilotaxitic structure. 

These rocks· consist almost wholly of hornblende and augite andesites and 
of diabases; they, therefore, exhibit no great range in mineralogical content or 
composition. 

Age and Correlations. 

Evidence as to age is scarce. They cannot be classed with the Newer 
Volcanics, which they resemble somewhat, for they are cut by the granite 
intrusives; they are Later than the granite gneisses, and, therefore, probably 
later than the Precambrian; they appear to represent a stage between the Pre· 
cambrian and the Coast Range intrusives. 

But as it is improbable that such volcanics would be limited to areas so small, 
they may be correlated with certain rocks in the Upper White River1 and 
Klotassin River areas2

, which were formed ' during ' the interval between these 
two time limits. In both these areas, the only extrusions between Precambrian 
and Jura-Cretaceous time are referred to the general age of the Older Volcanics, 
which are similar in lithological characters to the rocks under discussion. In 
White River district the rocks cut and overlie Carboniferous·-Cretaceous sedi
ments, and from his own studies and those of Alaskan geologists,a Cairnes infers 
they include members which range in age from Pennsylvanian to Cretaceous, 
and thus represent a long, intermittent periqd of vulcanism. In .Klotassin 

· 1 Cairnes, D. D., "Uooer Wihite ruver d1str1<:t," Geoil, Surv., Can., •Mem. 50, 1915, pp, 
87-93. 

2 Cairnes, D. D., Geol. Surv., Can .. Sum. Rept., 1916, p. 28. 
s Mo.ffitt, F. H., a'h.d Knopf, A., "Mineral resources of the Nabesna-White River 

district, Alaska," U . .S. Geol. Surv., Bull. ~17, 1910, pp. 17 ·27. 
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district similar rocks are r eferred mainly to the J urassic, 'but may contain older 
and younger members. 

It appears, therefore, that only a portion of these flows are represented in 
the Sixtymile district, and as those which are present are cut by the granitic 
intrusives, the earlier rather than the later stages of vulcanism must be 
represented here. These flows, consequently, are late Palreozoic or early Mesozoic, 
and .Possibly members of both are present. 

GRANITIC I NTRUSIVES. 

I solated, scattered stocks of intrm;i.ves similar in appearance and. £.el'd 
relations are grouped under tht: name granitic intrusives. T'hey form small 
patches irregular in outline, generally less than '2 miles in length, and a mile in 
breadth. They outcrop near Crag mountain and Fiftymile creek, along the ridge 
ootween Boucher and Fiftymile creek, on Rice and Marion creeks, and on 
Swede Creek dome. 

Litholog·ical 0 hwracte1·s . 

They do not- show any great range of character or composition. UsuaHy 
grey in colour, although in places light pink due to the feldspar, they are as a 
rule coarse-grained rocks, but at some localities become £.ne in grain or even 
porphyritic in texture. Macroscopically they consist of quartz, orthoclase, 
plagiocl'ase, and biotite or, rarely, hornblende. 

Under the microscope they Bhow quartz, alkali f eldspar, some lime-alkali 
fe ldspar, biotiw, and oometimes hornblende, as essential constituents, and certain 
common accessory minerals, such as apatite, zircon, and magnetite. The most 
common secondary minerals are calcite, epidote, and chlorite. The rocks, usually 
quite fresh and unweathered, range from granites· to quartz monzonites, but the 
gTanites are by far the moBt numerous of the types examined. The structure is 
commonly holocrystalline hypidiomorphic, but certain porphyritic facies con
sisted of quartz feldspar and biotiw in a microgranitic groundmass·. 

Age and Con·elations. 

Very little definite evidence as to their age can be presented. 'They do not 
cut the st~ata of sedim..:nts assumed to •be early Tertiary and they are cut. by 
the Tertiary N ewer Volcanics; so that they are probably pre-Tertiary. T 'hey 
exhibit intrusive relations with the P elly gneisses, the youngeBt rocks of th<a 
Precambrian, and they als'O cut members of the Old~r V olcanics. 

Granitic stocks with similar age relations are common throughout Yukon 
p}ateau. In regions wht:re the cond~tions are more favourable, tl1eir age has been 
determined with some degree of accuracy. •Cairnes reports that in Upper White 
River district\ pe'bbles of these granites are containt:d in the early .Mesozoic 
sediments, that in some places the granites cut the 'Mesozbic sediments, and that 
these conditions obtain in similar ·l,vcks of the Coast range2• From White lRiver 

1 Oalrnes, D. D., "Portions of Atlln mining district," Geol. Surv. , Can., Mem. ,317, 19113. 
pp, 93-95. ' 0 

• 

"Cairnes, D. D ., " Porti on of Atlin mining district," Geol. Sun< Ca•n., Mem. 3·7,. 1913, 
]J. 59 . 
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district which lies 50 miles to the south of Sixtymile district, they have been 
traced to the .Klotassin River area1 where a batholith over 50 miles in length 
was found, but ncither the northern nor southern extremity of this was reached 
and it seems likely that the stooks in Sixtymile district are merely outiying 
porti~ns of this batholith. In the absence of any definite proof to the contrary, 
these rocks may be safely classed as Mesozoic and as 'btllong.ing to the general 
period of intrusion of the Coast Range batholith which 'began in the J urassic and 
continued un1:il well on in the :Cretaceous. 

TERTIARY. 

These rocks r eferr.ad to the Tertiary are both sedimentary and igneous, but 
it is not practicable to map them separately on a small scale and some of the 
rocks mapped as Newer V olcanics include patches of sediments. Th~ Tertiary is 
divided into three main divisions, the Kenai series, the Newer Volcanics, and the 
Acid V olcani,cs. 

KEN.Al SERillS. 

T•he sediments provisionally a-ssigned to the Kenai consist of shale, sand
stone, conglomerate, and lignite. Their areal extent is not known, for only the 
border of what appears to •be th.:o main basin of deposition was mapped. 

I 

Distribution. 

The most complete sectio11 of these bed-s was obtained on. Matson creek, 
from the mouth of N ettie creek as far downstream as• explorations w~e carried. 
Smaller areas were found on the low-lying spurs ·bordering the North Fork of 
Ladue river, nearly opposite McEl'fish creek Outcrops of what apaar to be the 
uppermost members of these peds are found near the head of Oalifornia creek, 
and small areas, covered by drift, are reported from Big Gold creek, where they 
were discovered by mine workings. Other small areas occur on and near mount 
Hart; their distribution in small patches, particularly on the summits of the 
upland, suggests that the greater part of the deposits hav•a 'been removed by 
erosion. 

Lithologiqal Ohar,acters. 

The occurrence on Matson creek shows shale, sandstone, and conglomerate, 
and possibly some lignite, although the ligniw was not found in place, but in 

· pebb1es iD' the creek bed. The shale is a dark, dense, compact rock, containing 
abundant fossil wood, though no other fossils could be found. lt is overlain by 
a ·soft, friaMe, coarse sandstone or arkose; consisting of quartz and decomposed 
feldspar with abundant ferruginous matter. These sandstones contain a few 
scattered pebbles of quartz, quartzite, or schist, and towards the upper portion 
of the deposit th"' pebbles become more numerous, the rock grading into a 
conglomerate. 

On the North •Fork of Ladue river the beds consist of conglomerate and 
conglomeratic sandstones. 'The rock at this point is typically a very coarse 

1 Cairnes, D. D., Geol. Surv., Can., Sum. Rept., 19.16·, p. 28. 
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arkose, with grains of quartz and decomposed feldsrpar, and much f~ruginous 
ma.tter, containing pebbles of quartzite, schist, or quartz. In places these 
pell'bles become very abundant and the rock may be classed as a ·conglomerat~ with 
a friable sandy matrix much resembling mortar. At the head of California 
creek, heavy beds of a compact indurated conglomerate occur, overlain by loose 
sands and gravels, probably derived, in rpart, from the destruction of the con
glomerate. The pebbles consist of quartz, quartz-mica schist, and mica schiSit, 
and vary in diameter from 1 to 6 inches. The peblbles of quartz ·and quartz-mica 
s•chist are typically well-rounded; the schist pebbles are usually angular to 
subangular. The pebbles are em'bedded in a matrix of quartz 'and mica, and the 
rock probably owes its indurated charact>Cr to the infiltration of siliceous 
solutions as a resuN. of the extrusion of volcanics close at hand. The con
glomerate beds near mount Hart consist almost entirely of well-rounded quartz 
and quartzite pelYb}es, embeddad in a very coarse sand, and are also indurated, 
prohably owing to the infiltration of silica from the volcanics ·which cut them. 

According to Prindle\ the lower beds of these sediments are usually fine
grained but becom~ ·coarser towards the top and the upper beds are almost always 
conglomeratic. The lignite does not appear to be confined to any particular 
horizon in these beds, nor in the bede o£ similar rocks throughout Yukon and 
Alaska. The sediments are always friable and slightly cohel'C'Il:t, except where 
they have been invaded by, or are close to, masses of igneous rocks. At such 
points they become exceedingly hard and compact, being probably indurated by 
the infiltration of siliceous waters as a result of volcanic activity. 

St1·uctuTe and Relations. 

These rocks are usually bent into easy folds with low dips, but 
in some cases they are considerably disturbed, and even faulted. They cover 
the metamorphic rocks of t,he Yukon group,' and have been extensively 
invaded-in some instances covered-by members of the Newer V olcanics. 
They are also cut by dykes of quartz porphyry. Near the summit of mount 
Hart a ·bed of conglomerate, about 30 feet thick, has ·been intruded by andesites 
of the Newer Volcanics which have spread out both above and beneath it, thus 
leaving a bed of sediments r esting ·On, and overlaid by, rocks of the same period 
of intrusion. Their occurrence in scattered patches on the upland suggests that 
they participated in the movements of the Yukon plateau prior to its planation. 

Age and CoTTelations. 

Though the absence of fossils in these beds makes their age difficult 
to determine, their structural relations show they participated in the 
movement of Yukon plateau prior to its· uplift and subsequent p'lanation. 
Spurr2 believes that the uplift and planation of the Yukon plateau was probably 
contemporaneous with the deposition of Miocene strata in the lower valley of 
Yukon river, and that the beds are pre-Miocene. Thes·e rocks are probab}y con-

I Prindle, L. M ., "'The Fortymile quadrangle," U.S. Geol. •Surv., Bull. 3·'715, 19•0·9, pp. 
2·3-2il. 

2 Spurr, J. E., "The geology of the Yukon gold! district, Alasl~a." U.S. Geol. Surv., Ann. 
Rept., pt. 3, 18918, pp. 260 -2•63•. 
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tinuous with McConnell's Kenai series in Klondike1
; and equivalent to certain 

beds in the Fortymile district which, from fossil evidence, have be€\D. referred 
to that age.2 Similar 'beds occur in Upper White River3 and Kluane mining 
districts4• , 

These correlations place the rocks as Kooai, which is probably upper Eocene. 
As' the rocks have been apparently deposited in separate basins, it is not likely 
that sections taken at different points will correspond, nor that the characteristic 
lignite seams will always occur at the same horizon. No diagnostic foss1ls have 
been found in these beds., but their similarity to the be~s in the Klondike, their 
structural relations, and their content of fossil wood and lignite render it likely 
that they should be assigned to the Kenai. 

NEWER VoLCANICs. 

This name was applied to Oairnes in Upper White Riv~r district5 to cover 
a series of andesites, diabases, basalts, and allied rocks of Tertiary age. Severa1 
areas of similar rocks in ,Sixtymile tlistrict have been provisionally assigned to 
this group. The largest lies in the vicinity of the creeks producing placer gold 
along ,Sixtymile river between B-edrock and Fivemile creeks. It outcrops for 
less than 2 miles up Miller creek; for about the same distance up Glacier creek; 
up Big Gold creek to the divide between the Sixtymile and Fortymile drainage; 
and along this• ridge to the head of Galifornia creek. · 

Another area of importance, not yet fully explored, extends from Swede 
Creek dome across Fish creek and beyond. This is believed to be continuous 
with another area on Si'xtymile river near the mouth of Fiftymile creek. 
Another area, or poss·ibly a portion of the same area, occurs near the forks of 
:Thfats·on creek as far downstream as explorations were carried. The exposures: 
here are on the benches and exhibit excellent sections through a vertical range 
of at least 100 feet. :Thfany smaller ar•eas--on mount Hart, B edrock mountain; 
and elsewhere--as well as numerous dykes and sills, particularly in the vicinity 
of the surface :flows, appare~tly belong to one general period of igneous activity. 

Lithological Cha!racie1's. 

The rocks, consisting of andesites and diabases, have a !bright, fresh appear
ance, but when examinad closely are seen to be deeply weathered, and alteration 
has made it almost impossible to obtain a fresh hand specimen. Ba'ack and 
various shades of green and grey predominate, but reds, ranging from a dull 
brick colour to 'bright vermilion or even lavender m~ by no means rare. The 
texture ranges from glassy through aphanitic or porphyritic to granular. The 
porphyritic facies are most abundant and contain large crystals of feldspar, 

1 McConneiJ, R. G., "Report on the Klondike gold fields," Geol. Surv., Can., Ann. Rept., 
19·01, pp. 23•B-24B. 

2 Prindle, L. M., op. cit., pp. 2•3-26. 
s Cairn es, D. D., "Upper White River district," Geol. SmT., Can., Mem. 50, 1915 , pp. 

95-9'7, 
4 -McOo,nrueH, R. G. , Geol. 1Surv., Can., Ann. Rept., vo.J XVI, 1904, p, 7<A, 

Cafrnes, D. D., Geol. Surv., Can,, Sum. Rept., 19·14, pp. 15, 32-3•3. 
5 Cairnes, D. D., "Upper White River district," Mem. 50, 1915, pp. 9'7-1·0•1. 
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usually decomposed, and hornblende or pyroxene. Beddad tuffs, usually •banded 
white and green, are intercalated with the flows, and are frequently pierced by 
dykes !J.donging to later :!lows. These have been folded and in some instances 
faulted. 

Under the microiS·cope, the andesites, which make up the greater part of 
these flows, ar-e seen to ~onsist of 'basaltic horniblende, augite, diopside or 
hypersthene, and more rarely biotite, and lime-soda feld&pars of intermediate 
composition, ranging from oligoclase to la•bradorita. Amongst the accessory 
constituents iron ore i& the most abundant, with some zircon and! apatite. The 
-most common secondary minerals are calcite, epidote, chlorite, and kaolin. The 
feldspars are frequently decomposad, and in some cases have disappeared leaving 
casts of the crystals with r e"\)'mants of the original material lining the waHs of 
the . cavities. 'The fresh feldspars show a decided zonary banding and are 
frequently filhod with inclusions oriented parallel to the sides of the crystals. 
The groundmass is rarely coarser than microcrystalline, and in some sections 
small amounts of a brownish giass are present. Pilotaxitic structures 
characterize the groundmass of many of the sections, but where glass i~ presant, 
this is designated as hyalopilitic. The reddish varieties of these rocks owe their 
colour to an oxide or hydroxide of iron derived from the oxidation or hydration 
of the magnetite._ ' 1 

The dia!J.ases are dominantly holocrystaHine rocks. 'The miner als developed 
are intermediate feldspars, mo&t comr.:wnly labradorite, and augioo olivine, horn
blende, and biotite. Black iron m:e is the most abundant and characteristic of 
the accessory minerals, and certain secondary minerals such as serpentin~ and 
chlorite are developed. Contrasted with the andesites ~hese rocks are f~h, 
the feldspars being usually clear. The specimens are mark~d by the deve1opment 
of the ophitic structure, characteristic of diabases. 

Age and Correlations. 

Portions .of these rocks cut the Eocene (Kenai) .ood~ments and are, therefore, 
later than they in age, and there is evidence that portions of them were ·con
temporaneous with the K~ai sedimentation, for tuffs were found interbedded 
with some of the. sandstones. It is· probable,_ therefore, that this period of 
vulcanism began in the Eocene. Evidence as to when these ~rusiom:!l ended is 
less s·atisfactory. Mo&t of the areas in the Sixtymile appear to have been eroded 
.along with the -rest of the plateau, for their surface is concordant with that of 
the remainder of the plateau surface. At one point- mount Hart-however, these 
volcanics are to be found 500-700 feet above the general level of the plateau sur
face, and now stand at an elevation of 4,900 feet. H ere, however, Eocene sedi
ments are present with the volca.nics, occurring in a bed about 30 feet thick near the 
summit, and as th~se sediments were erod'ed during the reduction of the plateau 
surface to base level mount Hart must be a monadnock or residual, and not a 
mountain of accumulation. Since it is believed that the plan1ation of the Yukon 
plateau was complete towards the close of the Miocene, these volcanics cannot 
be later than that period. - This conclusion does not agree with that r eached by 
M~mdenhall for the Wrangcll lavas1 which ar~ thought to belong to the same 

1 M-endemhall, W. C., "The geology of the CEl'Illtral Copper River regilon, A!la.skla," U . .S. 
Geol. Sm:v., Prof. Papoc No. 41, 190,5, pp. 514-6-2. 
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period of vulcanicity, and which Mendenhall assigns to a peri.od of 1gneous 
activity extending from the Eocene to the Recent, and of certam of the flows 
his conclusions are, " 'Th.;·se flows, therefore, instead of preceding the defor
mation of the early Tertiary plain, are later than the dissection which follawed 
its uplift, and are to be regarded as very recent indeed." There is, how<Ner, 
no evidence in Sixtymile district to show that any of these flows are of ~ecent 
ag\3, and if these rocks are to be correlated with the Wrangell lavas, the later 
flows of those r hcks are wanting in Sixtymile area. 

These rocks may also be correlated with the Newer Vorcanics of Upper White 
River district1 and with similar flows in the N abesna-W·hite Rivers district,2 

and also with some andesites in the Klon9ike district3
• 'They 'may also be 

correlated with the Chieftain Hill volcanics of Wheaton district4 and with certain 
volcanics occurring in Klotass1n area5

• These correlations are made in order 
to show that they are by no means a local feature but are widt"spread throughout 
Yukon pla~eau. 

Origin. 

These flows are believed to be local in origin, welling up through the £ssures 
which are now found as dykes · cutting the und.;~·lying formations, and even 
piercing older members of the flows·. There is apparently nCJ progressive change 
in character •between the oldest and most r·ilcent members. The flows are 
apparently in part synchronous with the movements of the Yukon plateay pre
ceding its planation, hut it is impossible to say whether the igneous activity 
is to be connected genetically with the crustal disturbances which developed as the 
result of that uplift. The two, however, appear to be very closely associated. 
The rocks occur at intervals throughout the plateau, and the age appears to 
coincide closely with the datil of uplift. The evidell'ce in favour of genetic 
connexions between the two i-s strong, and it is believed that the volcanic activity 
began wi11h and owed its origin to the crustal deformation which ctilminated in 
the uplift of Yukon plateau previous to its planation. 

RI-IYOLITES> QuARTZ .PbnPI-IYRIES, AND RELATED RocKs. 

Rhyolitils, quartz porphyries, and granite porphyries occur at many points 
within Sixtymile district, but are most common ~n the form of dykes, though 
several small areas with the characteristics of surface flo;vs were mapped. The 
largest of these occurs· along the Boundary, a short distance south of Deilp creek, 
forming an •area a few miles broad, and of unknown length, £or it was traced 
into Alaska. Other areas occur on the ridges to the south of M:atson creek and 
its tributar:ies, :Marion credc and Thompson creek. In addition, small areas 
occur on the ridges leading from the upper part of Matson creek to Rice dome, 
on the rrdge lying to the north of the East fork of Rice creek, and in the vicinity 
of Bedrock mountain, but moSit of these lie across the Boundary. 

1 Cairnes, D. D. "U:pper White River di-stnict," Geol. Surv., Can., 'M em. 50, 1915, 'PP· 
97-1•01. . 

2 Moffit. F. H., and' Knopf, A ., "Mineral resources of Nabesna-White Rivers district, 
Alaska," U.S. Geol. Surv., Bull. 417, 19lo0, pp. 32·-36. 

3 McConnell, R. G., "Report on the K londike gold fields," Geol. .Surv., Can., Ann. Hept., 
\'01. XIV, 19'{)1, pp. 26B-271B. 

4 Cairnes, D . D., "Wheaten district," Geol. Surv., Can., Mem. 31, 1ll 12, pp. •59-64. 
5 Cairnes, D. D., "Klotassin area," Geol. Su.rv., Can., Sum. Hept., 1916, p . 28. 
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Lithological Chamcte1·s. 

The most abundant of these rocks, namely the quartz porphyries, are yellow 
and o~mpact rocks, having1 very much the appearance, on the fractured surface, 
of a brick. They range from white, light grey, or yellow to greenish grey in 
colour, and when struck with a hammer break with a clear, ringing sound. The. 
phenocrysts of quartz are dull and smoky, and the feldspars are usually decom
posed. Biotite is frequently absent. The groundmass j,g usually aphanitic. 

In thin section the rocks show quartz, alkali feldspar, lime-alkali feldspar, 
and ccasionally biotite as phenocrysts. The quartz is d eveloped either in 
rounded, corroded forms, or in perfect .dihexahedral crystals. The f eldspars 
usually exhibit good crystallographic outlines. The groundmass is microgranitic 
or micropegmatitic, rims of micropegmatite frequently surrounding the feld
spar crystals. The accessory constituents are apatite, zircon, and iron orP. 
Calcite and chlorite are developed as secondary minerals. These rocks include 
some granite porphyries, but quartz porphyries are the most abundant. 

The rhyolites are typically sugar-grained rocks, the grain being developed 
largely as a result of the structure. They r ange from dark 'brown to light yellow, 
and frequently have a greasy lustre, r esembling pitchstone. Microscopicall;y 
they consist of quartz, alkali f eldspar, and bioti te as essential constituents. The 
quartz occurs in rounded or corroded forms and the feldspar u sually 
exhibits good crystallographic outlines. Both quartz and fel dspar individuals 
are · shattered and the cracks filled with glass, the interiors as well as the 
exteriors of the crystals being corroded. Biotite occurs as large flakes and shreds. 
and iron ore and zircon as accessory constituents. · The groundmass is glass;y 
and marked by a well-defined perlitic eracking; but in a few cases it is crypto
crystalline. 

Evidence of hot-spr'ing ac tion in connexion with the quartz porphyries i~ 
very marked, and in many places Iarge masses of these rocks have lbeen converted 
into chert, an alteration found in various stages of completion. The silica fir~t 
l''eplaces the groundmass, leaving the phenocrysts of quartz and feldspar; the 
feldspars ar8 n ext attacked and in some places the rock consists of chert, in 
which are the original phenocrysts of smoky quartz, the obliteration of which 
completes the alteration. 

Some mineral springs were noted on Bedrock and Little Gold creeks. The 
waters are strongly carbonated and effervesce on reaching the surface. No 
analyses have been made of these waters, but they contain abundant iron in 
solution, for a reddish deposit of limonite is deposited as the waters lose their 
carbon dioxide. These springs may lbe possibly connecbed with the extrusion of 
the volcanics, and represent the last stages of expiring vulcanism. 

Age and Correlations. 

These 'rocks cut all the other consolidated formations of the district and 
are, consequently, later than the early 1.1:iocene, and possibly extend from the 
Miocene to the Recent. Evidence in other regions that they are at least pre
glacial1 is lacking in the non-glacial Sixtymile area. 

1 Cai<rn es, D. D. ; "Portion of Atlin mining distr ic t," Geol. Surv., Can., Mem. 37, 19·13 , 
p. 102 . 
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Many other correlations might be made. In fact, throughout Yukon there 
are similar rocks, which are the latest of the consolidated formations. In 
southern Yukon1 and nothern British Columbia2

, they were originally subdivided 
into the Wheaton River Volcanics and the Klusha Intrusives, but this sub
division was without value and was consequently abandoned.3 These nocks are 
found also in the Lewes-Nordenskiold,4 Mayo0, and Klotassin areas6 and in the 
IDondike7, but the original place names have been dropped from the later 
literature. · 

These rocks are believed to lbe local in origin. They were extruded throug:O. 
fissures at or near the localities where they are found, and the magma from 
which they were forrmed being highly fluid, small dykes extend for great 
distances. 

QUATE·RINARY. 

SUPERFICIAL DEPOSITS. 

The superficial deposits of Sixtymile district consist of gravels, sands, soil, 
silts, muck, volcanic ash, and ground-ice, o:Jvering to varying depths much of 
the valleys and upland. Though most of these deposits have been formed through 
rock disinteg~ation and decay, some are due to volcanic activity. The volcanic 
ash is developed only locally, but the ground-ice is a prominent feature and 
generally remains tlu·oughout the year. 

The colour representing these deposits on the map is confined to the thick 
accumulations in the wider portions of the valleys, and is not, as a rule, extended 
to the valley walls or upland. This colour scheme is not strictly accurate, but 
has certain advantages: it limits the colour to the areas of thick accumulations, 
but it does not cover those portions where outcrops disclose the nature of the 
underlying bedrock and it shows clearly the valley systems. 

The gravels, sands, and silts deposited by the present and former creeks are 
derived by disintegration and decay from the various rocks within the district, 
disintegration proceeding with greater rapidity than decay. By sliding, land 
creep, or by the agency of the smaller gulches, this material reaches the valleys, 
and accumulates faster than it can be removed. In Sixtymile valley the depth 
of these sediments averages about 14 feet; in La due valley it fr equently exceeds 
90 feet. 

1 Cairnes, D. D., "Wheaton district," Geol. ,Surv., Can., Mem. 31, 1•912•, pp. 6•6•-72, 
Sum. Rept., 1915, p. 42·. 

2 Cairnes, D . D., "Portions of At!in mining dist'l'ict," Geol. Surv., Can., Mem. 3·7, 1·9113, 
pp. 67 - 6·8 . 

s Cairnes, D. D., Geol. ·Surv., Clan., Sum. Rept., 191.:5, p . 4;2. 
4 Cairnes, D. D., "The Lewes-No·rdensl<iold coal rurea," Geol. Srurv., Can., M e m. 5, 

191110,' pp, 43~H. 
5 Cairnes, D. D., Geol. .Surv., Can., Sum. Rept., 19L5, p . 13. 
6 Cairnes, D. D., Geol. Surv., Can., .Sum Rept., 1·916, p. '2!8. 
7 McConnell, R. G., "Report of the IDondike gold fields," Geol. Surv., Can., Ann. Rept., 

vol, XIV, 19•01, pp. 27B-281B. 
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The soils are mingled rock debris in various stages of decompositi9n. The 
bedrock is easily decayed, the depth to which decay has proceeded being governed 
by the nature of the rocks. Thus the gneissoid quartzites are always fresh, even 
at the surface, but certain soft, £ssile mica schists are always deeply weathered. 

The muck represents accumulations of vegetable material mixed with sand 
and soil. It is usually black in colour, and frequently contains layers and bands 
of gravel, sand, and silt. No general layer or bed of gravel which would indicate 
a change in the conditions of deposition was observed. · 

The volcanic ash forms a bed at or near the surface, the vegetation being 
always rooted in it. This bed', 1 inch to 2 inches thick, is a white to light grey, 
coarse sand, and its deposition is of very recent occurrence, as the ash has fallen 
since the waterways have cut their courses to approximately their present depth. 
This volcanic ash is a feature throughout southern Yukon, extending as far south 
as lake B ennett, where it is about 1 inch in thickness; and it increases in thick
ness towards the north and west. Near lake Laberge it is 5 inches thick and at 
Five Fingers rapids 11 inches.1 It extends down Lewes river to near Selkirk, 
being a conspicuous feature of the high silt banks of the river. From Selkirk, 
the boundary swings to the northwest and crosses White river 50 miles from its 
mouth.2 The occurrences in Si:xtymile district appear to lie well toward the 
northern limits of this material. The ash appears to belong to one great eruption, 
for it has fallen quite tranquilly, much like snow, drifting into the irregularities 
,of the land surface and containing no foreign material. 

The ground-ice, which often underlies the vegetation, frequently contains 
soil and vegetable matter. In a few cases it has been encountered in deep shafts. 
On Sixtymile river, a shaft 90' feet deep struck a large mass of this ice, which, 
owing to the danger of slumping as the ice thawed, blocked further progress. 

In most places-the super£cial materials are frozen to great depths, usually to 
bedrock Vegetation, however, acts as insulating material, and' when removed 
the frozen zone thaws rapidly during the sumrrier. This frozen belt is due to 
the intense cold which preceded the glacial epoch, for if vegetation acts as an 
insulator, preventing the entrance of heat to thaw these materials, it will also 
prevent the loss of heat necessary to freeze them, particularly when the ground is 
protected by snow. Tyrrell3 believes that the frozen muck of the Klondike is 
due to the almost complete cessation of erosion and transportation, and the forma
tion of bogs owing to the freezing of the gravels; these conditions obtaining as 
a result of the grad'Ual refrigeration which preceded the glacial epoch. 

1 Ca,i,rnes, D. D., "Lewes and NoroenskiOld •R!ivere coal area," Gool. •Surv., Ca-n., •M:.ean. 
5. 19•1·0·, p . 4'7. 

2 Brooks, A. H., "A reconnaissance from PYTa,mid Hiarbor to Eagl"11 City, Alaska,'' 
U . .S. Geol. .Su-rv., 21s t .Airm. Rapt., ;pt. 2, pp. 365-66. 

a Tyrrell, J. B., "The .frozen muck in the K'londike district, Yukon Territory," Trans_. 
Roy. Soc. Can., vol. XI, ser. III, sec. IV, 1917, pp. 319<-4•6. 
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QHAPTER IV. 

MINERAL RESOURCES. 

Placer gold is the only mineral of this area of present economic importance, 
None of the quartz veins are important when mining conditions .are considered. 
Coal is found within the area, but supplies of a much better g.rade, where 
conditions are more favourable, are capable of supplying domestic needs for some 
time to come. 

PLACER GOLD . 

. Tthe discovery of the Sixtymile gold fields antedates that of the Klondike by 
four years, and although the d~scovery of the Fortymile field took place slightly 
before that of the Sixtymile, the greater part of the Fortymile field was SU'bse
quently found to lie in United States territory. In 1892 the Fortymile fields 
were extended across the divide to certain tributaries of Sixtymile .river, C. 
Miller getting the credit of the discovery. The first real work on Miller creek, 
however, was per:fiormed by a party of four; N olasque Tremblay, J oe Lemay, J oe 
Roi (King), and Louis Boucher washed about $4,000 worth of gold during the 
summer of 1892; an additional $2,000 worth was obtained from the rest of the 
creek. During the same summer the discoveries were extended to Glacier creek 
and later to Big Gold creek. These three creeks have been the principal pro
ducers, although several other creeks were staked. With the discovery of the 
Klondi,ke, interest in the Sixtymile area waned; and from the year 1896 the 
production has steadily decreased: except during 1915 and 1916, when a dredge, 
operating on Miller creek, restored production to almost the maximum figure. 

The total estimated production of the Sixtymile area, not including a small 
amount of gold obtained from Matson creek, is $2,541,600. The following table 
gives the annual production, estimated for the writer by Mr. Geo. P. Mackenzie, 
Gold Commissioner, Dawson. These figures, though carefully compiled, are 
estimates only, for no records were kept in the early days. Since 1906 the 
amount of royalty is accepted as the basis of production. 

Estimated Production of Sixtymile Gold FiPlds. 

Year. Production Year. Production 
in dollars. in dollars. 

11892 .• 6,0•0·0 19•015 .. 7•0·,'0·00 
1t89il .. 417 ,0•010 19 06 . . 6•0,.010•0 
1•89·4 . . 20·0,0t0·0 19•0>7 .. 6!0,r0l0•0 
1<89;5 • . 2•2•5' 0•0•0 1-9•0•8 .. 57,300 
1•8•9•6 .• 200,-0•00 1909 .. 61,5•0·0· 
1:8•97 .. 1150,0•0•0 1n10 .. -54,000 
1 8~8 .. 1-50,0•0·0 1911 .. 33,50·0 
18•99· .. 130,0•0•0 1912 .. 48,.0•0·0 
19•0•0 .. 1210,10•0•0 1913 .. 30,0•0•0· 
19•0·1. . 110,•0·0 0 1914 .• 35, 7•0'0 
1902 .. 1-0•0 ,.0•0•0 1.91•5 .. 2•211 1 5rQrQ 
19•0<3 .. 9•0,'000· 1-9116 .. 1<52,050 
1904 .. 8•0,r0•00 1191'7 .. 5•0,0•00 

' 
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GOLD-BEARING GRA:VELS.1 

The gold occurs both in the gravels lying in the present valley bottoms and 
on the benches or terraces along the streams. Important amounts of gold have 
been recovered from the bench deposits. 

All the gravels are local in origin. The pebbles and boulders are conse
quently composed mainly of the metamorphic rocks of the Yukon group. The 
schist pebbles have a very distinctive shape, being usually flat, round-edged disJnJ, 
1 to 2 inches thick, and· from 2 to 6 inches long. They are associated with 
numerous subangular and angular blocks• of quartzite, rounded and subangular 
pebbles and cobbles of quartz, arid pebbles and boulders derived from the later 
eruptive rocks. These last, in places, make up the bulk of the depo'>it. The 
thickness of the creek gravels varies greatly. They are generally covered by 
black muck, with which layers of sand and gravel are sometimes' interbanded.. 

The bench gravels are in nearly all cases similar to. the creek gravels, but 
show, · as a rule, more wear. They present very little sorting or stratification, 
but are in many places roughly shingled upstream. The bench gravels are 
usually thin, but ·are in many places· overlain by great thicknesses of taloo and 
other detrital accumulations, and 'by muck. They differ from the White Channel 
gravels of the Klondike and other mining districts2 not only in character, but 
in age, being a much more recent development. 

The origin of the bEIDch gravels· and their gold; their relationship to the 
creek gravels of the present day; their place in the development of the present 
drainage of the district; and the influence which they have had in the develop
ment of the placer deposits of the creek gravels present interesting and import
ant problems', the solution of which is neces-sary if a clear idea of the surficial 
geology, the recent geological history, and the origin of the placer deposits is 
to be obtained. 

The grades of the benches are slightly less than thos·e of the streams. Thi" 
fact and the frequent shingle-like arrangement of the pebbles s·how that the 
benches are stream, and not lake, features, and that they are remnants of the 
former valley bottoms. Also, since the grades are less t)lan those of the present 
streams, since the valley fl:oors they represent are wider than the present valley 
bottoms-, and, since the gravels show more wear, the bench gravels represent a 
relatively longer period of concEIDtration than do the creek gravels. :M~oreover, 
if gold was available for concentration at the time of their formation, as it 
apparently was, the bench gravels should contain gold distributed more uniformly 
'than in the creek gravels, although the total content be no higher. This view 
appears to be correct, although not definitely proven. The creek gravels are 
thought to represent, in part at last, a reconcentrate. from the bench deposits. 

The benches, therefore, represent remnants of the former valley bottoms, 
and the gravels were formed in circumstances that permitted a long period of 
concentration under stable conditions. When these conditions were interrupted, 

1 In this report the term "creek gravels" is used for deposits in the present valley 
bottom, and the term "bench gra,·els" for the elevated gravels on the benches. The word 
_.gravel" is used in its broad n1ining sense. 

2 McConnell, R. G., "Report on the Klondike gold fields," Geol. 1Surv., Can., Ann. Rept., 
vol. XIV, 190•1, p. 31B. 

Cai_rnes, D. D., Geol. Surv., Can., Sum. Repl., 1915, pp. 14-16. 
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a rejuvenation of the streams permitted a rapid cutting through the older and 
wider valley bottoms to the present constricted channels, leaving portions of the 
old valley bottoms as benches. The gorge-like character of the valley bottoms 
shows that this cutting was rapid. 

This cutting has been ascribed to an uplift or upwarp/ but it is now gener
ally recognized that profound changes have taken place in the drainage systems 
of Yukon and Alaska, .and that these changes may account for the formation of 
the benches.2 Large portions of these territories remain unexplored, or only 
cursorily examined, but certain of these changes are fairly well proven, and 
causes may be assigned for them. 

The valley of the Lewes-Yukon river being much younger below than above 
Rink r apids, it is probabla that the Lewes formerly turned sharply near these 
rapids to the east and flowed to the east of the present Yukon, cutting acros•s the 

· prESent drainage channels diagonally. This <valley thus formed has been, 
described by McConnell in the foUowing passage8

: 

"The principal feeders of the Macmillan be'low the forks are Ealzas river, 
Moose river, and Russel creek. These str eams ara all northern tributaries, no 
important feeders entering the river from the south. Kalzas river, which joins 
the J'\facmillan 27 miles aJbove its mouth, is a large rapid stream about 60 £eet in 
width . It forks a s\hort distance above its mouth, the principal branch occupying 
a wide, terraced valley, which extend~ in a northeasterly direction for a distance 
of 40 miles. The northwesterly branch empties Kalzas lake, a sheet of water 
about 6 miles in length, lying behind the Macmillan mountains. This branch 
follows part of an old valley, which has been traced from th~ Pelly in a north
westerly direction to the Klondike and beyond. This valley is occupied in • 
differ.ent portions of its course by the Pelly, a branch of Kalzas river, Crooked 
creek, a portion of Stewart river, Clear creek, Flat craek, and! the lower portion 
of the North Fork of the Klondike river. This ancient drainage channel is ·an 
important topographic feature of the country, and may prove to be of economic 
importance, as gold may be concentrated along portions of its course. It runs 
in a northwesterly direction, crossing the present drainage channels diagonally, 
and has a width of from 2 to 10 miles or more. In the glaciated area, it is 
bordered by wide terraces, built up of silts, sands, gravels, and boulder clay, and 
in tha unglaciated area, north of 'Stewart river, it is fillEld! to a depth of a't least 
600 feet with sand and gravel." 

Wide terra-ces of silt, sand, and grave~ lip·e the valley of the Lew\')S upstream 
from near Rink rapids, but do not occur below that point. It is significant that 
these terraces ·a ra found along the ancient dTain·age channel described above, 
and that this channel was, pro•bably, blocked by the extension of valley glaciers 
during the Pleistocene. Below these terraces, tha Lewes flows in a steep, rock
walled valley, a distinctly new cutting. Below the mouth of Stewart river, this 
valley is lin'ed by a bench or ten·aca that has a totally different origin. It is 
rock-cut, supporting beds of gravel, and its grade is less than that of the river. 
At Stewart city it is only a few feet in elevation above the Yukon, at Dawson it 

1 Mc'Con n ell, R. G., op. c it. , p. 31B. 
:! Cai rnes, D. D., "Scroggie, Barl\:er, Thistle, and K irkman 'creeks," Geol. Surv., Can., 

Mem. 97, 1917, pp. 14-16. 
3 McConnell, R. G., and Keele, J., Geol. Surv., Ann. Rept., vol. XV, p. 2•4-A. See 

ruso Map 805. 
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is 300 feet, and at Fortymile 700 feet1. This bench is the remnant of a· former 
valley bottom through which the river has cut, apparently rapidly. 

'llioreover, the stud1es of Alaskan geologists have recently established the 
fact that a large river .formerly occupied ·a portion of the present valley of the 
Yukon, lying below Yukon flats, and that this stream flowed in the opposite 
direction to the present stream. This older stream probably drained to the 
Arctic ocean, possibly following up the valley of Porcupine river for a ·con
siderable distance, and' poss ibly also receiving the wate1's of the river lying to 
the east of the present Yukon, the course of which has be .m pre'Viously outlined. 
Very extensive drainage reversal is postulated by Eakin2 for the lower Yukon 
region, and the cause assigned for thes·e changes was the extension of glaciers in 
the Pleistocene epoch. It is known for example that a lo•be of the Keewatin 
ice-sheet extended along the Arctic coast as far as Mackenzie bay, and possibly 
as far as· the 14lst meridian. Such an extension would effectually block any 
drainage to the Arctic. 

Other main drainage channels of Yukon have been similarly affected. 
Brooks3 claims that the waters of the Upper White and Upper Tanana rivers 
formerly drained to the Pacific. He states that these rivers joined to form a 
st1'eam which followed · the valleys of Mirror, Snag, ana Beaver creeks to the 
valley of the present White, thence turned up White River valley to Koidern 
river, and continuing up this stream crossed the Dondek and found its way to 
Kluane lake. From the southern end of that lake the stri"am followed Schwack 
valley, a depression s·kirting the base of the St. Elias range, and the valley of 
·Oreadon river to Trttshenshini river and thence to the Alsek. Oairnes4 combats 
this view, and outlines a course for the an:cient stream as follows. The 'White 
followed its present oourse to the Boundary, but there swung to the· north and 
joined the Beaver. The Generc persisted on its present course and was joined 
by the Koidern and the waters of the Upper White and possibly the Tanai'a. 
These combined streams may have flowed down the ·Tanana to the Yukon, or 
followed the valley of the White as far as the mouth of the Donjek. In nny r:ase 
the valley of the White from the mouth of the Donjek to the Yukon is a dis
tinctly new cutting. Oairnes points out that these changes probably to1k place 
owing to the blocking of the valley of the White by glacial, and glaciofluvial 
accumulations. 

These changes support a theory of drainage diversion to account for the 
~·ocl~-cut benches that exist on some of the present streams. A large stream 
diverted to a lower outlet, or given a greater grade, will cut rapid~y to establish 
an equilibrium of conditit::ms, and when so cutting, benches, representing portions 
of the former valley bottom, will appear. These changes also affect tllf: trib11-
taries, which have to adjust themselves to the new conditions. Owing to the 
recency of these changes, many of the smaller and more sluggish streams have 
not yet cut to the head of their valleys. 

1 l\,1cCon nell, R. G., "Report on the Klondil<e gold' fields," Geol. Surv., Can., vol. XIV, 
1901', p . SB. 

2 Eakin, H . M., "The Yukon-Koyukuk region," U.S. Geol. Surv., Bull. 6'3·1, 191•6, pp. 
70-74. 

3 Brooks, A. H., "A reconnaissance from Pyramid Ha.rbor to lDagle City, Alaska," 
U.S. Geol. Surv., 21st Ann . Rept., 1•8•9·9-19•010, pt. ii . pp. 354-5·5. 

4 Cairnes, D. :b., "Upper White River district," Geol. Surv., Can., Mem. 50·, pp. &1-62. 
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These widespread changes of drainage are due to the extension of the 
Pleistocene glaciers. All the older valleys mentioned in this connexion have 
suffered glaciation alone sufficient to effect the changes; and it is significant that 
the Yukon today occupies a valley which was not glaciated. With the retreat 
of the glaciers, many minor changes linked the drainage syS'tem into a unit, but 
the rivers were too firmly established in their new courses, and the older channels 
too much obstructed by glacial accumulations, to permit of the S'treams resuming 
their former courses. 

Either the theory of an uplift or the theory of diverted drainage will account 
for the benches. Tha uplift theory has little evidence to support it other than 
the benches themselves. That those portions of the continent subjected to the 
aotion of continenta1 ioe-sheets were uplifted subsequent to the retreat of the ice 
.is common knowledge, but of the behaviour of those portions lying towards the 
margins of the ice-sheets very little is known. · ' 

It remains to be established whether the diverted drainage was due to glacia
tion or to uplift. 

[MIETHODS OF [MI'N~NG. 

Mining methods in :Si:x:tymile district are ·almost identical with those 
employed in the Klondike1 and other mining districts in the Yukon. 

In only one case is an hydraulic monitor used on the creek gravels in 
<Sixtya:nile district. This is done on J. P. Miller's group on :Sixtymile river near 
the mouth of Miller .creek. Here the gravels are dislodged by means of water 
thrown from the nozzle and washed towards the sluice boxes, where they are· 
elevated by means of an hydraulic elevator and passed through the boxes. This 
arrangement is necessary in order to get ·sufficient grade to dispose of the 
tailings (Plate V A). 

The tailings on some of the creek claims are got rid of by self-dumping 
scrapers or other conveyors operated by steam. The gravels and boulders are 
carried to the top of the waste pile and dumped autOIIDatically. Such an arrange
ment has been installed on Olaim No. 1 below Discovery on Glacier creek. 

DESCRIPTION OF OREBKS. 

MILLER CREEK. 

Miller creek, rising in a steep-walled gulch near the Boundary, flows into 
Sixtymile river. Its length is 6i miles, and its width, in the lower reaches, where 
its grade is about 100 feet per mile, is about 200 yards. The ·depression has 'been 
cut in the floor of an older valley, but the cutting has not been symmetrical, 
having taken place along the western wall. One slope is, therefore, broken by a 
plain of irregular outline, the other is continuously steep. , 

The larger portion of the valley is underlain by rocks of the N asina serie:~ 
(See page 14), which in the lower portion of the valley have been invaded and 
covered by andesites of the Newer V olcanics. 

1 Geol. Surv., Can., Ann. Rept., vol. XIV, pt. B, pp. •5 •6~6•1. 
Gool. Surv., Can•., !Mean. 97, :pp. 16:19. 
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The gravels contain pebbles and 1boulders of all these rocks, but are com
posed chiefly of flat pebbles of quartzite and schist. 

1Yiining has been carried on since 1892 and nearly all the paying portion, 
have been worked over once, and sometimes twice. The lower 3 miles, from 
Discovery to the mouth,. form the Healy Hydraulic Concession, leased by the. 
North American Trading and Transportation Company. The cr eek gravels on 
this stretch have 'been dredged, arid no further payable production can be 
expected. Above the concession claims yield wages or sometimes better, but 
future production from this sour ce must be small. 

On the eastern side of the creek, a short distance above D iscovery, an old 
channel has yielded important amounts of gold, and, as large portions remain 
untouched, should continue to do so for a number of years. 

Discovery claim is situated on a small gulch known as Discovery pup, on 
the western side of the creek. On claim No. 1 above,, the lbench gravels have a 
thickness of 4 f eet, b ut this thickness increases· greatly as the hillside is 
approached. A shaft sunk on the adjoining claim 64 feet back from the rim 
shows that the deposit at this point is (:)4 feet thick, but the greater part of this 
section is made up of detrital material from the hillside. The gold is distributed 
through 4 feet of gravel overlying bedrock, and extends as much as 2 feet into 
the 'bedrock. The pa3•streak1 has thus a maximum thickness of 6 feet, and it.o 
width is not definitely known. The distribution of the gold is fairly uniform. 
Rich spots, of course, occur, but a general average of $100 t:> the box length2 is 
claimed. The gold is coarse and shotty. Panning showed little or no fine flaky 
gold. 

Claim No. 2 above, was staked in 1898 and has been largely worked over. 
There are portions of virgin ground where the depth to bedrock is 10 feet. Th~ 
section consists of 2 or 3 feet of muck and 6 to 7 feet of grav•el. Pay is found 
through a vertical r ange of 6 feet, including 2 feet of bedrock. Galena is corn· 
mon amongst the concentr ates. Insufficient work has as yet been done on the; 
bench deposits to prove their value, but r esults alrea•dy obtained are satisfactory. 

On claim No. 5 the ·chief work is where a shaft, 55 f.eet deep, has been 
sunk to bedrock. The section in this shaft may be taken as follows : slide rock, 
19 feet; gravel, 30 f eet ; slide rock, 9 feet; gravel, 7 feet. The pay streak had an 
average width of 25 feet, and a thickness of 5 feet, including 2 f eet of bedrock. 
The average value of the gravels was $125 per box Iength, 'but in some spots a 
very much higher content was found. 

On claim No. 7 above, the paystreak is about 40 feet wide and most of the 
values lie in bedrock, penetrating to a depth of from 12 to 18 inches. The gold 
is coarse, and reckoning as nuggets all' pieces ·over 25 .cents in value, the per
centage of nuggets would 'be about 50. N uggets as high as $8 in value have 
been found. 

On claim No. 11 coarse gold was obtained at the lower end and the average 
value was '$20 per box length, but towards the upper end the values decrease 50 
per cent and the gold i s fine and pockety. ·Mining above this claim would prove 
costly, owing to the small supply of water. 

1 Although the t erm "paystreak" is used· when describing th ese properties, the term 
is only relative. Frequently so irregular is the d istribution of the gold, that ther e can 
hardly be s a id to b e a paystreak a t all. 

2 It is the custom of miners in Yukon t o estimate .values per square foot of bedrock 
or per box length, 12 feet square, r a ther than in terms of cubic yards. 

r 
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GLACIER 0REElL 

Gold was discovered on Glacier creek a short time after the discovery of 
Miller creek, and the stream has been p1·od1.1Cing steadily ever since. Though 
the creek was worked over in the early days, many of the claims are still yielding 
wages or better. The benches on the left limit l!ave been shown to contain 
important amounts of gold. The existence of an older channel has been demon
strated at a number of points. Benches also exist on the right limit of the 
creek some distance below Discovery, but these are not being worked. Large 
volumes of these untouched deposits should contribute to the production of the 
creek. 

Discovery claim is situated about 3 miles from the mouth of the creek, at 
the end of the wagon road from West Dawson. 

Claims Nos. 17, 18, 19, ,and 210 below are fairly close to the mouth of the 
creek The depth to bedrock varies greatly from the rim of the bench back 
towards the hillside, but the bed of gravel overlying .bedreick, where exposed 
by mining, is about 6 feet thick. The gravels are composed mainly of schist 
pebbles, and bedrock is an andesite, in many places deeply weathered, an_d in 
others quite fresh. The width of the paystreak had not been ascerta.ined, and the 
cOJ·~tent was stated to be from 60 cents to $1 per square foot. · 

No mining is in progress from claim No. 17 to claim No. 1 below. On the 
latter the depth to bedrock is 20 feet, and the section exposed consists of from 
8 to 12 feet of muck, and about the same thickness of gravel. The paystreak 
is about 200 feet wide and the values ar e fairly uniform across it, an average 
of about $100 per box length being claimed. 

On Discovery and Nos. 1 and: 2 above, the depth to bedrock is 10 feet and 
the section consists entirely of gravel. The values lie right through the gravel 
and extencr 6 to 8 inches into the bedrock. The paystreak is 100 to 125 feet wide 
and the average content from $50 to $75 per box length. 

On claims Nos. 6 and 7 above (Plate IV B.), the depth to bedrock varies 
from 8 to 12 feet, with a~ section composed of from 4 to 6 feet of gravel, over lain 
by various thicknesses of muck. The pebbles of the gravels are small, and 
possess a shingle-like overlap, due to current action. They are embedded in a 
loose micaceous sand. The paystreak'averages 65 feet wide, and the distribution 
of the gold is pockety. In some places it lies almost entirely on bedrock, in 
others it is found practically throughout the gravels. 

On claims Nos. 9, lOA, 12, and 13 rich d_eposits were found on the benches 
lying on the left limit of the creek. The depth to bedrock varies greatly. On 
claim lOA it is 40 feet; on claim 12, 30 feet; and on claim 13, 7 feet . On claim 
lOA the section consisted of 10 feet of talus and 30 feet of gravel. The old 
channel here had an elevation of 75 feet above the creek level, and was 
separated from the creek by a rock ridge 27 feet high and 200 feet wide. The 
paystreak averaged 50 feet in width and about 5 feet in thickness, including 
1 foot to 18 inches of bedrock. The golcl averaged from $125 to $150 per box 
length, and was coarse, about 15 per cent of it being nuggets. The bench 
deposits are by no means exhausted. 

On claims Nos. 14, 15, and 16 above, the depth to bedTock averages 13, 13, 
and 18 feet respectively. On No. 16 the section is composed entirely of gravel, 
but on the other two claims a layer of 1 to 6 feet of muck overlies the gravel. 

I 
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The average width of the paystreak is 70 feet and its average thickness 3 feet, 
including 1 :foot of bedrock. Within the 70 feet of the paystreak an average of 
$100 to the box length is claimed. 

From claims Nos. 17, 18, 19, 20, 23, 24, 25, and 26 above, the results so far 
obtained are very encouraging. All the work has been done on the bench lying 
on the left limit of claim No. 18. On the 1;im, th~ depth to bedrock was 3 to 4 
feet, and 50 feet back from the rim the depth was 7 feet, with about 5 feet of 
gravel and 2 feet of muck exposed in the cut. The paystreak is known to be 
150 feet wide, but the work done is not sufficient toJustify an estimate of its 
value. 

On claims Nos. 21 and! 22 above, the depth to bechock is from 8 to 12 feet 
in the creek bottom and 21 feet on the bench. The pay is concentrated in a 
narrow streak less than SO feet wide, and from 4 to 6 feet thick. The gold is 
coarse, round, and solid. 

BIG GOLD CREEK. 

The only part of Big Gold creek now worked lies in a broad, flat-bottomed 
valley from the mouth of Glacier creek to Sixtymile river. Rocks along this 
stretch are mainly andesi tes belonging to the Newer V olcanics. Remnants of 
the older channels in the form of benches are found along this part, occurring 
chiefly on the right side (looking downstream). Some portions of the former 
valley bottom still exist on the left limit, but are not so marked in their develop
ment. 

The gold has a much more spotty distribution than is usual in this district. 
Discovery claim is situated at the mouth of Glacier creek, and its width 

of 2,000 feet embraces not only the valley of Big GoldJ creek, but parts of the 
valley of Glacier creek. Mining is being carried on in the angle formed by the 
junction of the two creeks, a bench at this point being worked. The workings 
include an open-cut and drift 'into the gravels from the hillside facing Big Gold 
creek, and .a shaft and ventilation drift near the extreme southern port'ion of 
the bench. The depth to bedrock in the shaft is 30 feet showing the following 
section~ muck 7 feet, gravel 10 feet, muck 6 feet, gravel 7 feet. , The pay is 
irregular and scattered. It is distri'buted through 6 feet of gravel, and in places 
extends as much as 2 feet into the bedroci(, a weathered andesite. No accurate 
estimate of the average value can be given, but very rich spots have .been struck. 

On claim No. 6 below Discovery, two shafts near the right bank of the 
creek have been sunk to bedTock. The depth to bedrock was 24 and 25 feet; in 
the first the section ,ghowed 21 feet of muck and 3 feet of gravel; in the second, 
no gravel was found, th.e muck extending to bedrock, a deeply weathered andesite 
pitching towards the eastern side of the valley. The distribution of the gold is 
erratic and values range from 30 to 75 cents per square foot. 

On claim No. 7 below, the depth to bedrock varies £rom 18 to 30 feet at this 
point. On the left Emit of the creek the section consisted of from 6 to 8 feet of 
muck and 18 feet or more of gravel, a·nd on the right limit of 20 feet of muck 
and 8 feet of gravel. No decided paystreak 1las as yet been found, the value->
being somewhat irregularly distributed. Insufficient work has lbeen done to 
prove the value of this property. 

On ·claims Nos. 8, 8'3, 9, 10, 11, and 12 below, the most ~ecent work has 
been done on the bench gravels lying on the right limit of Big Gold creek on 



claim 8. The depth to bedrock on th~s claim is 16 feet, the upper 2 feet being 
muck and the remainder- gravel. The paystreak, which has not been crosscut at 
this point, is claimed to average $100 per box ·length. On the creek gravels ~ 
drift 60 feet long showed values of frorm 30 cents to $100 per square foot. 

LITTLE GoLD 0REEK. 

Little Gold creek rises about 2 miles east of the Boundary and a'bout the 
same distance ;north of Glacier creek. Its length is about 6 miles, but it is of 
slightly iarger volume than Glacier creek. It rises in a number of steep-walled, 
narrow gulches, and near its head the grade is steep, but in the lower reaches 
approximates 75 feet per mile. 

The rocks exposed belong chiefly to the Yukon group of metamorphic rocks. 
Gneissoid quartzites, quartz-mica schists, sericitic schists, and granite gneisses 
are rmost abundant. Near its junction with Big Gold creek, these rocks are 
invaded by an extensive area of andesitic rocks, and some Tertiary sediments 
(Kenai series) containing lignite occur . 

. Little Gold creek was very extensively prospected in the early days, ibut was 
g€nerally considered too poor to work. The gold is distributed uniformly in a 
narrow and continuous streak, which is nowhere very ric'h. Heavy boulders 
make successful mining here difficult. 

O;n Discovery claim an open-cut has a width of 75 to 100 feet and a length 
of 800 feet. The width of the paystreak is the same as that given for the cut, 
and the depth to bedrock is about 8 feet, the ground on the left side bei:!1g 
slightly d·eeper than that on the right. The gold occurs in the gravel, or, much 
less frequently, .in bedro.ck. The values are rvery uniform and average from 8 
to 9 cents per square foot, the higher values being obtained in the gravels ou 
the left lirmit. 

On claim No. 2 below, the depth to bedrock is from 4 to 6 feet. Bedrock 
consists of the gneissoid quartzites and quartz-mica schists of the Nasina series. 
The paystreak has a width of 100 feet and the gold is usually found in the gravel 
lying immediately above bedrock, rarely extending upwards more than 7 inches, 
and the greater part of the values lie within 1 inch of 'bedrock. The average value 
is about 5 cents per square foot. 

BEDROCK CREEK. 

Bedrock creek rises in Alaska and flows ·ea,st and southeast to 8ixtymilc 
river. Its length is less than 7 miles and the volume of water is very small. It 
rises i;n a series of narrow gulches, but opens O·ut slightly, though it is narrow 
throughout its entire length. 

Bedrock creek forms for a part of its .Jength the contact between the 
quartzites, quartz-mica schists of the N asina ·series, and the sericitic schists 
which are tentatively correlated with the Klondike series. Near the mouth a 
smaH area of andesites and similar rocks, and, towards the head, numerous 
'bodies of rhyolite and rhyolitic tuffs, occur. 

Some prospecting, but very little mining, has been done. There is no geo
logical reason why gold should not be found along certain parts of this creek. 
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The ·depth to bedrock is very variable; reefs of rock are exposed in the creek 
bottom, and at other points the rock is covered by superficial deposits of varying 
thickness. 

On claims Nos. 25 and 26 above, the depth to bedrock is 5 feet on the rim oi 
the bench, and 1bedrock consists of broken and decomposed sericitic schists of 
the Klondike series, striking across the direction Df flow of the former channel, 
and offering excellent riffies to catch and retain the gold. The ·bedrock on th& 
bench is 50 feet above the creek. The gravels are coarse and boulders 12 inches 
or more in diameter are the rule. Pay has been found on the bench extending 
back 200 feet from the creek, and also extending along the right side of the 
creek. The values 01btained during prospecting work were encouraging, and 
there is little doubt these claims .will be producing in the near future. 

On claim No. 2 'below, the ·depth to bedrock is 20 feet, and there are two 
paystreaks, one 30 feet wide and the other of unknown width. The thickness of 
the paystreak is about 4 feet, including 2 feet of bedrock. The values across the 
paystreak so far prospected run about 20 cents per square foot of bedrock. 

SIX'l'YM:ILE RIVER. 

In the upper portion of its course the Sixtymile (See page 10) is a 
£>ma1I, rapid stream, with numerous shallow riffles or bars. It receives many 
large tributaries and below the mouth of California cr eek i-s quite practicable 
for poling boats. 

The gravels, both of the river itself and of its 'benches, have yielded 
important amounts of gold, but only the short stretch from the mouth of \Miller 
creek to near the mouth of Big Gold creek has been prospected thoroughly. It 
seems probaible, howev·er, that some parts as yet almost untouched may prov~:: 
productive. 

The rocks occurring along 1Sixtymile river, where mining operations are in 
progress, belong to both the Yukon group and to the Newer Volcanics (See 
pages 12 and 31). 

The first gravels to be worked at all thoroughly on the 'Sixtymile were the 
bench gravels lying between the mouth of [Miller creek and the mouth of Big 
Gold creek, but more r ecently the creek gravels have reoeived some attention. 
Discovery claim may 1be taken as lying near the mouth of Big Gold creek, as 
the claims are numbered· up and down stream from this point. 

On claims Nos. la and 2a below, a considerable amount of prospecting has 
been done. Seven ·drill holes ai1d fifteen shafts have 'been sunk to bedTock, bp.t 
as yet no drifting has been undertaken. The depth to bed'l:ock varies from •5· to 
14 feet, the average being about ]2 feet. The section consists almost entirely of 
gravel, and the bedrock is an andesite, having a fairly flat surface, with no 
decided pitch towards either side of the valley. ·A paystreak 300 feet wide is 
claimed with values ranging from 60 to 90 cents a cubic yard. The thickness 
of the paystreak is 5 feet, the gold lying entirely in the. gravel. Coarse gold in 
addition to fine gold is present; nuggets ranging as high as $8 in value have 
been found . 

On claim No. 1 below, a little prospecting work has been done, both on the 
bench on the left limit, and on the creek gravels. On the bench, the depth to 
bedrock was 30 feet, of which 5 feet was muck and the remainder gravel. The 
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results obtained in the shaft on the bench indicate a value of from 20 to 60 cents 
per square foot of bedrock On the creek, the depth of bt<drock is 17 feet, 4 
feet of gravel overlying the bedrock,· the remainder being muck. The values 
ran from 1'2' c~nts to $1 per square foot of bedrock. • 

Claims Nos. 3 to 10 above are owned by the North American Trading and 
Transportation Company who leased them for dredging. Preliminary pro
specting, however, failed to show satisfactory res,ults, and in consequence dredg
ing was abandoned. 

Tha gold is almost invariably fine. Portions of the benches on this group 
of claims have been worked, and consriderable amounts of gold! have been 
recovered from them, but large volumes of these gravels still remain, and should 
prove a soured of future production. 

On claim No. lOa above, the depth t o bedrock was 16 feet, .and the section was 
composed of 3 feet of muck and 13 feet of gravel. The paystreak wa;; found to be 
150 to 200 feet wida and most of the gold lay within 2 feet of bedrock. The 
average value claimed was 50 cents per square foot of bedrock, and the gold 
recovered was nearly all fine. A second paystreak is presumed to enter this 
property from the claim above, but thawed ground prevented work. 

The bench gravels of claims Nos. 11 to 19 above have been worked exten
sively. From the bench gravels much gold was recovered. The bench is situated 
on the left side of the stream 50 feet above river bed. The gravels range from 20 
to 50 feet in thickness, the deposit getting rapidly thicker towards the hillside. 
These gravels are similar in many respacts t~ the creek gravels, and show little 
or no ·sorting or stratification, coarse and fine being found together, mingled 
with sand. The finer gravels possess a shingle-like overlap, indicative of stream 
action. Stumps and trunks of trtles, and the bones of various extinct animals 
were found in the top of the gravels, and in the muck overlying them. L. :iVL 
Lam be det ermined these to be: the posterior part of cranium of a bison; a large 
splinter of the shaft of limb bona of mammoth; a fragment of mammoth tusk 
and bones of horse as follows, left femur, left t ibia, right radius with part of 
shaft of ulna. The horse r epresented stands somewhat lower than Equus 'Scotti 
Sidley of the Pleistocene of Texas and is of much lighter build. The gravels 
on the rim of tl1c bench arc 20 feet in thickness and, several hundred feet b:wk 
towards tllc hillside, a shnft no f ('0t deep failed .to reach bcdTock. The sect iOII 
in this shaft is as follows: muck 65 feet, gravcl15 feet, muck, moss, tree remain~, 
and volcanic ash 5 feet, ground-ice 5 feet. The width and value of the pay
streak ara not known, but those portions worked were profitable. 

The creek claims have been prospected by borings, which show that there are 
two paystreaks, 200 and 400 feet wide. The ·depth to bedrock is 16 fe<lt and most 
of the pay lies within 2 feet of the rock. The average content would be -slightly 
over 50 cents ptlr square foot . The gold is prevailingly coarse. The workings 
at present lie on claims 15 and 16. Amongst the concentrates galena and cinna-
bar are common. · 

MATSON CREEK. 

Mats·on creek, sometimes known as the South 'F ork of Sixtymile river, is a 
large stream, draining the country lyirig in tha southern portion of the regrion. 
It ri ses within 10 miles of the Boundary and :flows southeast for a distance of 8 
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miles where it is joined by Marion creek, the combined streams flo-wting in a 
northeasterly direction to Sixtymila river. The volume of wafer in Matson 
creek is greater than in any of the other tributaries to the Srixtymile and it 
approaches the parent stream itself in size. 

Matson creeP and all its tributaries were staked! from end to end in 1911. 
NotJwithstanding this, very little praspecting work has been done, and most o£ 
the claims have been abandoned. Above the mouth of Marion creek, the valley 
of Matson crtek is floored largely by the metamorphic rocks of the Yukon group. 
Granite gneiss predominates, but smaller areas of both igneous and sedlimentary 
schist'S and gneisses are to be found. Below the forks the valley is underlain 
largely by Tertiary volcanics and st·diments. Andesites, diabases, rhyolites, and 
quartz porphyries are all to be found. 

On Discovery claim situated near the mouth of ·Weide gul'ch, about 5 miles 
above the forks of the creek, the depth to bedrock varit'S from the rim back 
towar·ds the hillside. The maximum thickness exposed is 7 feet, the section 
being as follows: muck, 14 inches; gravel, 2 inches'; sand, 9 inches; gravel, 5 
feet. The bedrock consists of the broken and decomposed schists of the Yukon 
group (Plate VI) . A cut has been made across the bench 1115 feet in length, and 
tht paystreak has been found to extend for the whole of this ·dristance. The total 
width of the paystreak is, therefore, unknown, but it probably does not extend 
much farther as' the bedrock rise,s s·harply towards the end of tl1e cut, and this 
rise, if continued, would entirely pinch out the bed of gravel underlying the 
muck. Values range from 18 ce~ts to $1.00 per square foot. The values lie 
entirely in the rock, and extend into it to a depth ·of 4 feet. The production for 
1917 averaged aJbout $400 per month. Both coarse and fine gold are found, and the 
former shows scarcely any srigns of wear, but .is rough and flat. Pay has also 
:been found in the cretk gravels at this point. The depth to ;bedrock here is 20 
:feet, and the gold appears to be even more irregularly distributed than on the 
bench. 

OTHER CREEKS. 

Parts of some of the creeks tributary to Fortymile river lie within the an.''l 
mapped, but the stretches at present worked are all in United States territory. 

,Some prospecting has been done on Boucher and California creeks :md 
good values are claimed at certain points, but no mining has, so far, been done'. 
On Rice creek, Deep creek, Otter creek, and at other points within Ladue valle.'· 
desultory prospecting has been ·carried on, 'lbut though float gold has been found 
at several points, no important deposits have been dis·covered. Gold may yet 
be found in paying quantities on some of these creeks. 

· SOUROE AND ORIGIN bF THE PLACER GOLD. 

' It is now almost universally accepted that placer gold is detrital in on gm. 
The nuggets o.f the Sixtymile field frequently contain particles of vein quartz. 
or are contained in quartz derived from veinS!. Some evidence as to solution and 
redeposition of the gold in the Klondike and ,Sixtymile r egions has been 

1 In Yukon, when gold is found on a creek and claims are located on it, the creek is 
said to be cl i scovered. 



offered. MlcConnelF described a boulder found in the workings on Mmer 
creek " the upper surface of which: was partially covered with specks and scales 
of cr,v~talline gold. The crystals were arranged i11 dendritic fol'ms, and while 
some of them were firmly attached to the rock, others separated quite easily from 
it. The angles of the cry·stals were sharp and showed no wear of any kind, 
while the boulder itself, an autoclastic quartz-mica schist, wa well rounded. 
The gold evidently did not belong to the rock originally, and the only explana 
tion of its occurrence under the conditions stated, seems to be that it was taken 
up by some solvent, and: redeposited on the surface of the boulder in the position 
in which it was found." McCon.nell mentions similar occunences on other 
Klondike creeks. This process is, however, to be assigned only a very subsidiary 
place in the formation of the placers. 

Quartz veins are abundant in the metamorphic rocks of the Yukon group. 
These veins· are nearly always . small, and non-persi-stent, and in the majority 
of cases of 1enticular form. They follow very closely the planes · of foliation 
of the schists, and in the majority of cases are apparently barren of mineral, 
but in some cases, iron minerals, galena, and zinc blende are founc1 . Gold i~ 
sometimes visible to the naked eye but more frequently is not. 1.£cConnell2 

shows that the bulk of the Klondike gold is derived from rocks of the Klondike 
series, but this does not hold outside that district, for in Sixtymile region the 
producing creel~s are floored by the older sedimentary gneisses of the N asina, 
and in Stewart River district the same is true to some extent.3 Consequently, 
any of the members of the Yukon group may contribute to the formation of 
the place1·s. 

It seems likely that veins of more than one age are present. The creeks 
producing in Sixtymile region are near points where the metamorphic rocks are 
invaded by Tertiary gr eenstones, but this may be accidental. Many of the 
veins, probably, owe their origin to the injection of the 1Pelly gneisses, which 
were later metamorphosed along with the containing rocks; but veins·, though 
repeatedly faulted, are decidedly later than the foliation of the enclosing rocks. 
The part played by the Mesozoic granites is not clear, •but in any case they arC' 
too small to have affected the formation of fh<"Se veins, nnlcsS' it be com:cdcd 
that they are the peaks of a huge batholith underlying the who le region. 

The fact that no paya:ble veins have been found does not disprove thC',~c 
statements. To show the great concentration which has taken place, and the 
amount of material removed to form the placer deposits, McConnell4 has made 
some interesting calculationS', and he concludes that to form the abnormall~· 
rich Klondike placers, the original quartz veins need have carried values of 
only a few cents per ton. That this view is correct is shown by the sampling 
c~rried out by McLean.5 

The absence of glaciaticm is also of great importance, since it means that 
wherever go~d has ibeen concentrated in the steam gravels, it remains 

1 MoConnell. R. G., Geol. Surv., Can., Ann. Rept ... vol. XIV, 1.901, p . 35A. 
2 MoConnell, R . G ., "Report on the Klondike goJd fields," Geol. Surv., Can., Ann. 

Rept .. vol. XIV, 119101, pt. B. 
30airn es, D. D ., Geol. Surv., Can .. Sum. Rept., 1915, p. 113. 
4 MoC'onnell, R. G., "Report on the Klondike gold fields," Geol. .Surv., Can., Ann. 

Rept., vol. X IV. 119101, p. •61B. 
5 McLean, T. A., "Lode mining in Yukon," Dept. of Mines, Mines Branch, 1<914 , pp. 

17 -Gl. 
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undisturbed, and that the gold-bearing gravels are not overlain by vast accumula
tions of glacial detritus . Very little is known of the climate in Yulwn during 
the Glacial epoch, but apparently it began with a period of intense c~ld, with 
the freezing ,of the gravel deposits, and the formation of thick beds of muck.1 

The muck deposits have been only casually studied, but seem to represent an 
almost complete cessation of erosion and transportation during the period of 
their formation, and a consequent close to the formation of the placers. Although 
at many places layers of gravel and sand are interstratified with the muck there is 
no general stratum indicative of a change in conditions. 

The quartz stringers in the metamorphic rocks of the Yukon group are, 
therefore, considered as .the source of the gold, which was freed from the enclos
ing rocks by the ordinary processes of d~sintegration and weathering, and slowly, 
by means of land creep, or quickly, by means of the gulches, it reached the creeks 
and was concentrated by gravity. The first concentration took place in a series 
of wide depressions, and fragments of these deposits still remain in the form of 
benches. With the disturbance of stable conditions, either by an uplift or by 

, means of a widespread diversion of drainage (See page 39), large portions o£ 
these earlier deposits were destroyed, and the gold in them along with additional 
material supplied by weathering, was concentrated in the present valley bottoms. 
The bench deposits, therefoTe, r epresent the first concentration, and the creek 
gravels are in a large measure a reconcentrate from them. It is possible that 
a much earlier concentration took place in the Kenai conglomerates, but there 
is no evidence to show that these conglomerates are gold-bearing, although 
several attempts have been made to mine the:r;n. These conglomerates are 
frequently confused with the much more recent White Channel gravels, from 
which, however, they differ both in Ethological character and in origin. 

If this view of the deposits of Sixtymile district be correct the creek gravels 
should be richest opposite, or immediately below, those points where the benches 
are broken through and most thoroughly .destrOJ'ed, either by tributary gulches, 
or by the superimposition of the present stream upon the channel of the older, 
and from. these points there should be a gradual decrease in value until another 
<>nrichment takes place. This is well shown in the case of Sixtymile river. At 
the mouth of ]\filler creek, where :the bench has been dcstroyE\d. the values in 
the creek gravels run slightly over 50 cents per square foot, on claim lOa they 
are slightly lei'R an<'!: there is then a sudden decrease which continues until Big 
Gold creek breaks through and des'troys the bench. Here the values rise again. 

Additional evidence is found in the size of the gold. On J. P. Miller's 
claims at the month of Miller creek, coarse gold is found; on H. G. Mulvane's 
claim coarse gold is exceptional and on the claims 'below only fine gold is 
obtained. Below the mouth of Big Gold creek, however; coarse gold is again 
found. There are, of course, other factors such as· enrichment from the bedrock 
of the creek itself, or the gold brought down by tributaries. 

It follows that in prospecting· in Sixtymile district, it is advisable to try, 
first, those portions of a creek where the benches are most thoroughly destroyed, 
such points being usually where tributary gulches or creeks enter, or where the 
stream in meandering has destroyed the ·bench deposits. If gold be' :found at 
these points a concentration of gold on the bench immeiiiately above and below 

I Tyrre!l, J. B ., "The frozen muck in the Klondike district, Yuk·on Territory," Trans. 
Roy. Soc., Can., vol. XI, ser. III, sec. IV. 1917, pp. 313~4'6. 
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the point where it is ucstroyed is to be expected.. Though certain factors may 
affect this rule, it is a fairly safe one to fQllow, .and will prevent the random 
sinking of prospect shafts. 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS. 

Placer deposits occur along the various creeks named in this report, both 
in the creek gravels and: in the bench gravels, but the producing area has been 
limited largely to Miller, Glacier, and Big Gold creeks, and a short stretch of 
Sixtymile river. Portions of the gravels still remain untouched, but the p11oduction 
has been steadily decreasing, and this decrease will continue unless energetic 
prospecting is undertaken. The geological conditions on Boucher, California, 
and many other creeks are identical with those on Miller and Glacier creeks 
and there is no apparent reason why the placer gold should be confined to those 
creeks already producing. · With regard to Ladue valley it may be said th.tt 
none of the creeks has been thoroughly tried. The shafts that have been sunk 
are no test of such a great area. Float gold has been found: at a number of 
points, but whether payable deposits occur can be told only by prospecting. The 
ground in the main valleys is deep, the thicknes& of the superficial deposits 
frequently exceeding 75 feet, but equally good returns may 'be obtained from the 
tributary valleys which are more easily worked. 

Regions whe1•e the metamorphic rocks of the Yukon group have been 
invaded by later granitic, andesitic, and basaltic rocks have proved good gold 
producers and' should in this case prove favourable also, particularly as the 
region has not been glaciated. 

LODE DEPOSITS. 

Very little attention has been pai9. to lode deposits because only the very 
rich ores would be profitable. It is impossible to consider as economic deposits 
any ore-bodies worth less than $100 per ton, unless their size ensures a material 
decrease in cost. The mantle of drift which covers most of the hillsides and 
upland rendBrs prospecting difficult. The more easily wo1•ked placer gold 
undoubtedly detracts from lode prospecting. Some prospects, however, have been 
located, and: signs which indicate the presence of other bodies were noted. 

The abundance of galena amongst the concentrates obtained from MiUer 
creek indicates that veins or disseminations of this mineral are numerous in the 
bedrock of the creek. On the prospect near the head of the creek, a little trench
ing and open-cutting have been done. The country rock consists of the quartz
mica schi.sts of the Nasina series, with many bands or lenses of limestone. These 
lenses do not generally exceed 500 feet along the outcrop, and are usually less 
than 50 :Beet thick, with the depths unknown. Small quartz veins cut and 
replace the limestone, but do not penetrate far into the schists. They carry .small 
bunches of galena and zinc blende but pyrite is absent. The amount of the 
sulphides is small. A sample cut across several of the stringers, but not including 
the intervening rock, was taken by the writer, and assayed! in the Territorial 
Assay Office, Whitehorse, with the following results. 

Gold . ... .. ...... ... . ....... . 
Silver ......... .... .. .... . ....•... .. 
Lead ................... .... · ...... . 
Zinc ..• . ..... . .. . .....•. · · · • • · · · · · · · • • · · 

Trace. 
1· 4•0· oz. per ton. 
3· 60 per cent. 
4·40 " " 



This may 1be taken as a fair indication of the content of these veins. Thr• 
ore is much too poor to work, even with concentration, and the lead and zinc· · 
would have to be separated before shipping. The silver content varies with the 
lead; a high percentage of zinc giving low values in silver. The deposit is not 
of sufficient size to warrant further development. 

Close examinations of the plaoor concentrates were made for indications 
of the minerals occurring in the di.strict. Tungsten minerals, sometimes in 
paying quantities, have been found at several points in Yukon, notably Cana
dian Cl"eek1 and iDublin gulch.2 Oonsequently, chemical tests for these minerals 
were made, but always with negative results. The minerals most common in the 
concentrates are hematite, magnetite, zircon, gar.net, titanite, galena, and pyrite, 
and, in one case, ·cinnabar (mercury).lfhe .cinnabar was found in the sluice 
boxes of J. J?. ·Miller's group of claims on Sixtymile river, near the mouth of 
Miller creek. This mineral occurs as grains and frag'ments ranging from less 
than a millimetre up to a centimetre in diameter. The grains are angular and 
show only slight wear. 

From what i6 known of the occurrence of cinnabar in other countries, and 
from its frequent association with volcanic rocks,· it is believed that it is in this 
case connected with the Tertiary volcanics, which form the bedrock in the 
vicinity. As this mineral is soft and brittle, jt is not probable that it has 
travelled far from its point of origin. The small area of 'T ertiary volcanics 
occurring around Yiller cr-eek should, therefore, be carefully prospected for this 
mineral, particularly when bedrock is removed by mining. The chances are 
great, however, that this mineral will be found in veins or disseminations where 
it actually occurs in the 'gravels, and it should be car·efully looked for when 
cle~ming off bedro~ 

COAL. 

Lignite occurs in the sedimentary rock<> of Tertiary age (Kenai series) at a 
number of points in Yukon, and in ·Sixtymile district -lignite has !been found at 
one or two points. No outcrops were observed, lbut its presence has been noted 
in •excavations made during mining operations or roa:d construction. One such 
deposit occurs near the junction of Little Gold and Big Gold creeks. The 
presence -of other · deposits is suspected on lMatson creek and its tributaries, a3 
pebbles of this material are found in the gravels. As far as is known, the lignite 
seams are not confined to any particular horizon of these sediments. 

These deposits have no present economic importance, for other deposits of a 
much better grade at 'Tan tal us are ' capable of supplying requirements .for many 
years to come. 

1 Cairnes, D. D., "KJotass in a r ea," Goo l. Surv., Can ., ISum: Rept., 1916, p. 30. 
2 Cairnes, D. D., "fung1sten deposits of D blin g ulc h an.d vicinity," Geol. .su.rv .. Can., 

Sum. Rept., 1916, pp. 12-14. 
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PLATE II. 

A . Vie w a c ross th e valley M Fifty m ile c r eek towar ds mount H a rt. (Page 8. ) 

B . Looki'llg eas t toward l\fa tson dome. (Page 8. ) 
12570- ii 
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PLATE Ill. 

A. Looking up towards the h ead of a tributary to th e North F'orl< of Ladue r ivm·, 
(Page 7.) 

B. Looldng down Glacier creek towarC:s Big Gold· cr eek and Sixtymile river. (Page 9.) 
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PLATE IV. 

A. View down the valley of Sixtymile ri·ver from near th e mouth of Big Gold creek. 
This view shows the general character of the valley of the Sixtymile. (Page 9.) 

B. Open-cut on daim No. 6 "above" Glacie r cr eek. (Page 43 .) 
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PLATE V . 

A. J. P. Mill er's cla ims on Sixtymi le ri ver. (Page 41.) 

B. Amphibolite injected with g ranite gneiss and pegmatite vei•ns. (Pa g e 21. l 
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PLATE VI. 

Quartz mica schist. Crystal of mica broken against a n inclusion of apatite., Qua rtz 
is ,r ecrys tallized showing sutured texture. Cross•ed nicols X 80. (Page 48 .) 
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